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SANTA FE'S OLDEST MILLINERY
STORE. IN BUSINESS SINCE
EIGHTEEN EIGHTY-FIV-

home a suit

Taking

TAOS DOG POISONER HAS
HIS TITLE READ CLEARLY

E

In the Fall of 1885, Miss A. Muglcr
who hail tome to Santa Fe a short
niiic. before trom Lawrence, Kansas,
opened a small millinery shop in an
old adobe building on the hast side
of the l'Ura where the Catron Build- inn now stands.
Miss Muglcr's unquestioned ability!
as a milliner, coupled with an attcn-- 1
mti r".t in serving her customers,
if.
l.rujght her a good business from

ELECTRIC SHOE REPAIRING

Taos Valley News)

(The

On Friday night of last week, sev- -

tn

dogs were poisoned by strychnine
among the number beinf? several
valuable thoroughbreds.
It lis said
that the poison was thrown from an
automobile coming from Canon. Who:
in Taos is guilty of such a dastardly!
act : Jo my mind there should be a
particular little hell devised for such
persons. If the dogs around tov.n
the start, ami this business has in- - annoy such of the pmon eating public
rrf.1s.1A
vwitli tti
whose In.'lin ohicrt in life ic in rlriiit-trrm-tli
hootch and vote the Democratic ticket'
the city.
I
tin in ill the name of humanity T
finfli-niiivi'H
In lViM, M
a gun fa la Iiillv the Kid)
liunios I.) us pic lit location at the 11mil l,1Kl
at least kill outright the poor'
)iiib I'at corner of the Plaza, a
brutes
who
!f caiion which will soon
happen to offend tlicm.J
become even
who will deliberately put pois- n'ore aihautagt'ous when the new I. a Anyone in
the open is a sneak and ai
l"i'i;ila lintel ii completed and op- - fin out

over-co- at

doesn't end the

WORK DONE WHILE YOU WAIT

If You Wish

(

Don't Throw Away Your Shoes Just
Because They Need Repairs

i

Does the garment
make good?
Does it stand the
test of wear?
If not - Money back
Kirshbaum Clothes
$30 - $35 - $40 and $45

I

ned.
Miss

nni mi,
inmi even ill C
mallest affairs of life. He is di?- picable, a loathsome tiling not a hit-man being and deserves the righteon-- j
indignation of decent people to be;
heaped upon his beastlv' head. Taos.j
N' M.
J. M. R.
(f.d. Note OutMde of that he is
all right.)
i

Mulir nnv

Mr-- .

in

I'.c-id-

. I

,

WON'T."

and the most modern
now installed
n p"l,.it rip I annitrv s r
it, tli,. is.inln
fast convincing Santa Fe'ans that the
familv washimr and the choicest fab- rus can lie cleaned tar more conve
nientl', economically Hid with none
of the wear and tear of the old
fasliiiiiu d washerwoman The laundry
is now going on its ele venth vear in
Santa Fe and is finally embedded as
one of its most progressiv c and use-- 1
nil institutions.
The electric laundry as a means of
cleansing the family cloth' es, is here
to stay. Recent years the laundry
owners association obtained the Mel- Ion Institute of Scientif: ic Kesearch to
work out ways and means that would
clean
and
saint; iriiv
thoroughly
clothes, and yet subject them to none
ot the harsh treatment in vogue by
hand methods. The esults of this
work can best be seen by a glance
at the methods used here in the San
ta Fe Laundry.
The clothes are not rubbed. They
are flushed through many cleansing
waters in a revolving washer. They
literally wash themselves, dropping
against each other gently anil loosening the dirt thereon. Thus all danger
of broken buttons and frayed gar-- !
incuts is removed.
No harsh soaps are used.
Nothing
hut the sofest water and Ivory soap.!
And hundreds of pleased rustomers
each day testify that "it does the
business."
The clothes are not vigorously!
wrung and wrenched dry, or turned
through a wringer, as is necessary
by hand. They are placed in a ccn- where by being whir-- i
trifitgal
ri'd around at a high rale of speed
without any
the v.ate n
abuse to the fabrics.
.
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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
Ill RT IT WE WON'T"

"IF

WATKli WON'T

WE ARE

NOW

FRENCH

TO

EQUIPPED

ACCOR-DIA-

DRY-CLEANIN-

DO
N

PLAITING, HAT BLOCKCARPET CLEANING,
REPAIRING, PRESSING
AND DYING
WE CAN LAUNDER
"ANYTHING" THAT IS
WASHABLE, SUCH AS BLANKETS, FEATHER PILLOWS, FINE
QUILTS, NAVAJO RUGS AND LACE

DRY CLEANING

No gasoline odor left in your clothes when
they are returned to you

Department of the Interior, V. 8. Land
Office, at Hanta Fe, X. M., December
1921.

KIND

AUTO TRANSIT COMPANY
DICK RILEY
2I2R-SI0-

Santa Fe, New Mexico

t

123

Proprietor

E. San Francisco St.

4

VALUES UP TO $8.00 FOR $5.00
A
O

MILLINERY THAT WILL PLEASE THE MOST FASTIDIOUS

Q

y

THE LATEST IN STYLES, WITH QUALITY AND WORKMANSHIP

Q
X

V

fj
Q

!

Q
J!
X
O

8
6

UNEXCELLED

Our Old Customers Know This to be True, New Customers Realize it From their First Purchase.
We still have in stock many beautiful hats for your selection, at very reasonable prices
HATS AND BONNETS MADE TO YOUR SPECIAL ORDER IF DESIRED
We Also Carry in Stock at All Times, the Following:
Flosses and Embroidery Cottons and Silks
Unbleached Bed Spreads for Applique Work
Ribbons, Velvets and Laces
Children's Dresses, Card Table Covers
Royal Society Package Goods
Aprons, Towels, Etc.
Good Shepard Knitting Wools

YOUR SHOPPING WILL BE MADE A PLEASURE AT OUR STORE

MISS A. MUGLER
Santa Fe, New Mexico
Southeast Corner of Plaza
WE WISH YOU ALL A VERY HAPPY NEW YEAR

Cife

la

hereby

that Edward

&UL---

TOURIST

R

H

AMD CO MME RCHAL
fDRTEKS

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

OTII K FOB PI RI.ICATIO
U. 8. Land
Department of the Interior,
Office at Santa Fa, N. M., December 10, 1921.
Notice Is hereby Riven that Manuel
Herrera. of Ohamlta. N. M., who made
Small Holding Claim, No.
for Tract I. In Section 11. Township;
22 N., Kanae 7 E.. N. M. P. Meridian,
has filed notlie of Intention to make
final proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before V. 8. Commissioner, at Espanola.1922.N. M., on tha
14th day of January,
Claimant names as witnsesea:
Amarante Garrta. Venceslao Garcia,
Juan Antonio Mftrtinei, and Antonio J.
A. M. TSEItrjERE, Register.
First Pub. Dec. 1. 1921.
l.asl rub. Jan. ll.

xoticr poii
Department of the Interior, U. 8. Land
Office at Santa Fa, New Mexico, Dec-- j
ember 17. 1921.
Notice Is hereby riven that Evabell
Mlnnlrk. of Stanley, N. M . who, on
'November 2fi. 1918, made Homestead
Sec
entrr. No. 324i5. for
Sec- -.
in; 'S See 15: NW ;
tton 22. Township 12 N NH8W,
orth. Rang
E . N M. P. Meridian, haa filed notice
of Intention to maka (Urea rear croor.
to establish claim ta tha land above
described, before tT. 8. Commissioner,
at Staney. Santa Fe Co., N. M, en the
3rd day of February. 1922.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Mike Robinson, Alfred Eavenson,
Ed Campion. Henry Wlnnna, all of
Stanley. N. A.M.
X BEROERE, Register.
First Pub. Dee. 23, 1921.
Last Pn. Jan. It. 122.

)

'

i

MEM

before, l'. 8. rommlMoner, at onStanthe.
ley, Santa Fe Co., New Mexico,
Juth day of January, 1922.
Claimant names as witnesses:
M. F. Carter, of Otto, N. M., J. V.
Wllev. of Stanley, N. M J. Jundle. of
Otto. X. M., and Holla Martin, of Otto,
N. M.
A. M. FERfJERE, Register.
Flrxt Pull. Dec. 16, 1921.
Last Pub. Jan. 11, 1922.

CADILLAC AUTO SERVICE

IIOMK I'llONE

Notice

Arnold, of Morlarlty, New Mexico,
who on May irnh, 118. made Home-rtea- d
Entry, No. 033004, for CKA of
Sec. 12 and the NE'i, Hectlon 13. Town- M. P. Merhlp 10 N., Ranee 8 E ofN. Intention
to
idian, haa filed notice
make Three year proof to establish
claim to the land above described,
L..

RIDE IN STYLE

1.19

J

receive them.

B. TON'NIES

nni k Kti pi m.iriTiov

WE PAY PARCEL POST ONE WAY

rilOXE

Send us your shoe by parcel post, and we will repair them ac.
cording to your instructions, and return them the day after we

AND PRESSING

CURTAINS

ELLIS BAUER

J '' j

I

era't'i

nice the fire this summer, one of
mo t complete
and
tiresxing plants in New Mexico was
insialhd, and the ITcctric Laundry
tailors are daPv turning out increas-ii'i- r
wardrobe
ani'iunts nf
A
hat
with "no rasiih'ne odor."
Mucking and cleaning department is
also one of the features of their

OF ANY

,ut 'hi

it.

SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN MAIL ORDERS

t,

ING,

TRUCKING

j

r

MEMBER
CIRCLE DEALERS
ASSOCIATION

"r--

-

pi m.irATio

JUST TO WISH YOU
A

MOST HAPPY

-

NEW

YEAR

ALSO
TO ADVISE

YOU TO

MAKE THE COMING YEAR
A BRIGHT ONE IN YOUR HOME

WITH
DEiCO LIGHT

A

PUNT

WRITE US FOR INFORMATION,

PRICES, ETC.

GIJAGEY ELECTRIC COMPANY
10

PALACE AVE.

SANTA FE, N. M.

MITH K FN PI BIH TI"
Department ef the Interior, TT. 8. Laud
Office nt Santa Fe, M. M, Neyemba
22. 121.
Notice la hereby glrea that Daalel
Martinet, of Santa Fe. N. M, whe, en
11th, 117 made Homestead
January
No.
for SHFB1; nwhbbh:
EV.SWU: and Lot. 2. . 4. Section 18.
Township It N.. Range ( E N. M. P.
Meridian, haa filed notice ef Intention)
te make Three year proof t eetahllnh
claim le the land above deeerlhed. before. V. S. Commieaioner, at Santa Fe,
Santa Pe County. N. M, en tha dtb
day ef Jaauary. 1922.
Claimant names as wttneeeee:
J ose Gonealea. Abandta Armlje, Nem-etArmlje and Lorea so Lepes, all ef
Santa Fe. 71. at.
A. at. BERGERE. Rerlrter.
First Pub. Dee. 2, 1921.
Last Pah. Dee. S. 121- -

iz7.

is

PHONE 233W

f

We Guarantee our work to give Satisfaction
Our Prices Are Reasonable

:
:

This slogan

FIRSrlN EVERYTHING

'i'

:

'of laundry equipment

VtheaSatvFe

r

Real Bargains In Millinery

"IF WATER WON'T HURT IT, WE

Facing the Plaza Santa Fe,N.M.

A

Use Only The Best Materials That
Money Can Buy

made-lo-ord-

1

Gerdes Cash Store

THE FINEST EQUIPPED
MNU nUSI SANIIArfY.

in i in in: n

has associated
the business, her sister
(!hristiue Wientgc and her niece,
Mi-- s
Anna I.. Ilase, both of whom
haw had Inii experience and can
Ikdependi d upon to give courteous
atliiitioii to the wants of the most
particular and lastidious customer
an iinuucstinnahly fine line
high grade millini ry, the store now
fioston
Transcript FOR
carries a comi.lete line of materials SALE A second hand monument,
hats. Other goods jJllt sjK,tlv used. Great bargain for
'tor
now carried in stock comprise a good a family bv the name of Duffy,
jline of knitting yarns and threads,
embroidery cottons and silks, crochet
articles, flosses, ribbons, velvets, laces,
etc.
,1 ,r
It ..: .. Llnrn :t
,'nll1.,tl
will find it a pleasure to trade and
feel
of
sure
may always
getting va
hie received.

lur

'with

Wre

k

lu--

We offer to tourists, commercial men
and home folks alike, the best the
market affords at pre war prices
W
G. Lmp Meririrai'

Midk S., Mrir(Bira.

AN ANCIENT
ART AT SANTA

REVIVING

Just

To Wish You

A VERY

HAPPY AND PROSPEROUS
NEW YEAR

FE

EL ORTIZ, THE HOTEL

DIFFERENT AT LAMY

?

fT

World-famou-

J. H. WATT

T

To those who have fears that the
(By H. L. Breckenridge)
Best Genuine Navajo Blan-a- 4
ESTABLISHED
1WS
Indian of the Southwest will perish
When Fred Harvey built the Hotel
ket, medium aize. In tha
miserably and his wonderful arts with El Ortiz at Lamy, New Mexico, a
him. the recent revival in the art jlittle junction eighteen miles south-- .
Beware of Fakes and
C. 8. A.
of Ctiiniayo blanket weaving, both at east of Santa Fe in the Glorieta moun- Imitations
s
Chimayo and at Santa Fe, brings re- tains he added to his
postage
paid, for $15.09 4,a.
I trade direct with the
assurance and comfort. The Indian system of hotels a hostelry which is
Indians
will not be wiped out by hunger or
probably one of the most unique and
disease. Instead, he will be absorbed .unusual to be found anywhere
Send le stamp for Price
in the
into the population surrounding him. L'nittd States.
per cent reduction on
List aad Free Soaeenlr
lliiiiiayo was one an Indian pueblo,
El Ortiz is not a large hotel by any
Indian and Mexican goods
named
Gradually, inter- means, in fact it has
.
but
For l.adlea
during Christmas season
marriage with the native population rooms, but it is a ''most eight guest
inviting sort
ot Spanish
descent obliterated all
a place in which to sojourn.
trace ot the aborigine, and now. Chi- Jof
1 red
'
Harvey's architects have bor-- j
be
from
cannot
distinguished
mayo
When you have occasion to remember relatives and friends at dis- rowed largely from the Spanish in I
the other villages around it.
1
I
a
i.
?1I 1
a-.
all
ll J I
i J !f
ei
i
the
be
hotels
designing
A
nearly
iiThe Indian art of blanket weavwin ne an
ine more appreciate!
iani piaces, nj?is wenaij10 reraemDer jI
mai your gins
to the Harvey System, but
ing was somehow or other preserved longing
in Chimayo although even the presen- in tl Urtiz they have given us an
you send something that reflects the atmosphere and tradition of old Santa Fe, the et
almost complete and perlect rev
t-day
pueblos have long since of
the Spanish Mission type of archiabandoned it. For many years this
a.
beautiful art was allowed to deterio- tecture of the early days when New
Mexico
was a Spanish Colony.
At Candelario's you will find hundreds of just such things:
rate, poor cheap yarns being subsHotel El Ortiz is but one story in
tituted for the hand-spuyarns of
old, and cheap cotton warp was used, height and built with a placita (little
MOCCASINS
NAVAJO BLANKETS,
CHIMAYO BLANKETS
making the blanket only half wool. park) in the center of the building.
Indeed, so far had this deterioration In the Summer this placita is abloom
NAVAJO SILVER WARE and JEWELRY
gone that the Chimayo blanket look-le- d with a glorious array of flowering
like a poor, weak imitation of a plants. The guest rooms all open out
Navajo. The demand for it fell off, onto the placita as do five large
INDIAN POTTERY and BASKETS
doors from the spacious
land the art of weaving in and about
Chimayo appeared to be on its last lobby.
CALL AND LET US HELP YOU SELECT AN APPROPRIATE GIFT FOR
This lobby is a long room with
legs.
Some five years ago, Julius Gans, beamed ceiling and a large alcove with
of Southwest
Arts St u massive fire place in which large
proprietor
EACH OF YOUR FRIENDS
Crafts, regretting the passing of logs are kept burning every winter
furniafternoon
and
this art which had been closely conevening. The
nected with the country around San- - ture is a replica of the Spanish type
hundred
two
Chita Fe, became convinced that
prevailing
years ago and
Imayo blanket weaving could be im- - the effect is further carried out by
proved and brought back again to the old Spanish pictures which hang
its former high level. The war, with lure and there upon the walls and
its shortage of yarn, hampered him by the larue Navajo rugs which near- J. S. CANDELARI0, Proprietor.
in the development of his ideas, but !.. .......... tl... fl.....
The guest rooms also are furnish-- 1
only temporarily. To begin with, Mr.
THE OM.V NATIVE
aoi .to:! SAX KRAXriSt'O ST.a
(ians felt the colors should not be ci with .Mission lurmture, appropriate)
SANTA FE. N. M.
DKAl.KH IN SANTA FE
(TIIIO
'restricted to grey, red, black and white, pictures ana .avajo rugs, me oniv
efhis
the
cue
from the colurl departure from
so, taking
early Spanish
$M$Mtya
scheme of the old Chimayo blankets, fect being that the comfort of
had its weavers use browns, tans and
century guest is provided for!
bines.
He encouraged the weavers; by electric lights, modern open plumbto use every bit of their marvellous ing, and steam heat.
skill in designing, so that instead ofi An addeil touch of the picturesque
We Are Agents For
We Soil The New
a few, stiff, conventional patterns, de- -' is to be found just outside the ensigns of wonderful ingenuity have re-- j trance of the hotel, where, especially
COLfMBIA Of Today
suited.
The very finest and strong- at train time, numbers of Indians an
'standard nf Ike world"
est yarns of most beautiful shades) their squaws, dressed in their bright
INDIAN and
are employed. The cheap cotton warp colored blankets, gather to sell their.
has been discarded and good, pure Indian baskets, pottery, bead work,
Also The Famous
CLEVELAND Lightweight.
wool warp is now being used.
That bows anil arrows, and pinon nuts to
POPK and EXCELSIOR
is to say, the Chimayo blankets and the travelers.
MOTOR CYCLES
for
BICYCLES
The manager of El Ortiz, Mr. W.
pillow tops now being woven
Southwest Arts & Crafts are pure wool H. Bowman, always makes it a point
HO IT WITH A MOTOR CVCLE
to do everything in his power to add
throughout.
WHICHEVER VOL' BUY
Mr. (ians now has aiiont twenty to the pleasure and comfort of his
Man's (1ipaMwt Transportation
Satisfaction
We
Guarantee
weavers making Chimayo blankets fori guests ami be it Summer or Winter.
him, and the demand for them hasj one may spent! a most enioyable and
grown so strong, that it is and has restful dav and night a El Ortiz.
OP lTT
TIIK (Oi l Mill
been impossible to have tin blankets
"I'NIbt.r of the Ainerlfan llleyolr
woen fast enough to satisfy hisj
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
w ho
include
wholesale customers,
NOTICE
FOR PUBLICATION
Add to your boy's or girl's health and pleasure during the coming year,
practically every well known dealer!
STATE TIMBER SALE
of Indian art goods in the "south-- j
tn
mven that pursuant
west. "T he worst feature" said Mr tile 'itirr it tiere'iy
by getting him or her a bright new Bicycle. The most sensible gift for both
tlio Sl:it
provisions of the lawtheri-tn-of
,
flans in a recent interview, "is that nf New
;in.l
Mrxico rrlatinir
th'
Pleasure and Health.
of the Stale I. .mil Oftic, tin
we cannot increase our output very
of PuMic I.alils wi'l nftir
fast, because practically all the good! CnmniisiiontT
af t'iMic auction to thf l;ih. '
weavers ncreanouts are already worK-in- g ..nt sale
hrat hi'Mtr at HI o'tloik, A M., on
first-clas- s
for us. All we can do is to put January lOili, l')22, in the town of
We also have in stock several
bicycles of different sizes all in
some of the less skillful weavers
County of Otrro, at thr front iloor
of the
timher
houie, all of the
condition. We carry a full line of SUPPLIES for all makes of wheels.
through a course of instruction from atan'hns court
and itown, anl alt the live
our better weavers, and to get ap- for cutting, on the following
marketl
ilevtihril lands:
prentices."
Sec.
Ne.
. T. 17
S.,
CAREFUL ATTENTION PAID TO ALL ORDERS FROM
"No, I don't believe that the art ofj R.Sale
12 E, N. M. P. M.
estimated
TWe
weaving is going to die out around to be availahle for cutting .VHI.IIM feet, b
CUSTOMERS. SEND US YOUR PUNCTURED TIRES OR
here. Instead, it seems that the na- m Douglas fir, white fir, Mexican white
KniThman
ipruce,M peci'-t- h.
tive people are again taking it up, pine, of ami
PARTS-- WE
REPAIR THEM AND RETURN THEM PROMPTLY
leva than
tu.,
per
for we have been able to pay them for Douglaa fir,
white pine, and
IN TOWN, CALL AND INSPECT OUR LINE
IF
work.
There
well
fir
for
their
for
white
ami
$1.25
Knulcman
good
uprure,
very
No one wilt he permitte
he arrepteil.
is on the contrary
every indication will
hour
aet
the
who
to
not
to
haa
hid,
prior
that blanket weaving will one day he for the aaid aale,
with th; V,tn.
n most important
and most desir- mimioner of I'uhhc Lands, or with hi
t.'
the aale. the aum of S.lt Sl.i
able occupation in this part of New
of advertiair
anil
coal
Mexico."
Depoaita of unsurceatful bidd' ra
(xpensca.
witin
Those who are interested
will he returned, tint the deposit of the
hii.der will he applied in pay
nessing the improvement in Chimavo hiicceasftll
of advertiaing and incidental expense,
mint
Mr.
Gans'
of
see
one
blankets, may
BICYCLES
and
the
will be credited
balance
part
weavers at work in the exhibit and of firat payment on the timber aale atagreesales rooms of the Southwest Arts ment to he entered into liy the purchaser
the State of New Mexico in accordance
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
127 SAN FRANCISCO ST
Crafts on the South Side of the with
of aaid agreement.
with the
Form
Plays in Santa Fe. All summer this of contractlerma
and all information concerning
weaving was an object of greatest lie conditiona of the aale will be furnished
interest to the tourists who passed to proapective biddera upon application t
the Commissioner of Public Lsncs. The
through Santa Fe, the spare about to refect any or all bie.s ia expreailyright
the loom often being crowded by
V. A. F1F.I.D,
these spectators.
Commiaaioner of Public Landa
Firat Publication Oct 21, l21
It is claimed that politics and religi- Last Publication Dec. 30. 1921
on will not mix. Which is the fault
STATE OP NEW MEXICO
of politics and not of religion.
.IIIIIIIIIIHWHIIIIIIqllllllHIIIIIIIIIIII
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20 per cent DISCOUNT
ON NAVAJO RUGS

111

during holiday season to reduce our
stock before January inventory.
COURTEOUS TREATMENT
REASONABLE PRICES

Purchases Packed Free

Safe Delivery Assured

Our Descriptive Catalog:
"THE INDIAN AS AN ARTIST"
beautifully illustrated in colors, will be sent on receipt of 15cts which may be deducted from price of
first purchase.

Southwest Arts & Crafts
RETAIL

WHOLESALE
ON THE PLAZA

SANTA FE, N. M.
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PARROT SHOP
GLADYS GILMOUR
133-13- 7

PALACE AVE.

SAXTA FE, NEW MEXICO

THE ONLY TEA ROOM IN SANTA FE
Luncheon
Afternoon

A la

carte

to 2
3 p. m. to 5
6 p. m. to 7
12 m.

Tea

Dinner

p. m.
p. m.
p. m.

GIFT SHOP IN CONNECTION
Painting, Books and Antiques

??
?

--

y

f

n

Y

The Original Old Curio Storef

j

1IARLEY-DAVID30-

1

re-bu- ilt

Alamo-K'Til'-

j

OUT-OF-TOW-

i

DAIRY MEN AND STOCKMEN
Feed San Luis Valley Alfalfa Meal
Unexcelled for milk production, when mixed with ground Barley
No Waste
No Higher Than Hay
Satisfaction Guaranteed
Just the tiling for lambing, or old enrea
WRITE US FOR PRICES ON ANYTHING IN FEED LINE
WE

HAVE

IT

QUALITY ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEED
THE FARMERS MILLING
ASSOCIATION
COLORADO
MOSCA,
(THE ALFALFA CENTER OF SAN LUIS VALLEY)

LAMY,

NEW MEXICO

Manufacturer Of

THE HOUSE OF

Or NEW

MEXICO

FOR PUBLICATION
NOTICE
OIL AND CAS LEASE OF PUBLIC LANDS
COUNTY
GUADALUPE
Office of the Commiaaioner of Public Lands.
Sants Fe, New Mexico.
Notice is hereby eivea that purauant to
the provisions of an Act of Consreas,

CORD WOOD IN CAR LOAD LOTS

and
MERCHANDISE

N.

8E8W. NE.
NE8E.

r

t?

8WNE,

It pays to supply your table with quality food
products, such as
Chase & Sanborn's Coffee.

Hunts Canned Fruits.
Richelieu Canned Vegetables.

KAUNE GROCERY CO.

T
T

?T

T
T
T
T
T

t

Ceunty
cessful Bidder will be required ta pay
ten per cent of the amount bid with Interest at four per cent per annum to-tn
advance on tha unpaid balance,
gether with the costs incidental ta tha
aala. Including tha advertising.
A copy at tha form of contract will
be furnished on application.
All mineral rights In the abova described landa are reserved by tha State.
Tha Commissioner of Public Lands
reserves tha right ta reject any ar all
bids offered at this sale.
N. A. FIELD.
Commissioner of Public Leads,
State af New Mexico.
First Pub. Dec 2. 121.
Last Pub. Feb. 24. 122.

LET US SUPPLY YOUR CLOTHING NEEDS DURING 1922
FOR MEN'S and BOY'S CLOTHING, FURNISHINGS
TRUNKS, SUIT CASES and TRAVELING BAGS
Over-Coa- ts

We represent Ed V. Price And Co., makers of
always inspires the question
Made-to-Measu-

Clothing which

re

tr
t

??
t, r
?

I,

BENE.

USE THE BETTER KIND

r
t? FOR REAL SATISFACTION X
T
fr
?T
rr
T
rr
t?
7?
fT
T
rr
?? Kuppenheimer Suits and
r
?T

NOTICE FOR, Pl'BLICATIO
PUBLIC LAND SALE
HIDALGO COUNTY
Office of the Commissioner of Publlo
Landa. Santa Fa, New Mexico.
la hereby (Ivan that pursuJune th, 1919, the lews at the State
Nolle
of of Near Mexico, end the rules end regulaant to the provisions of an Act1110,
June
of
loth,
the State LanC Office, the Comtions
Congress, approved
Mexico, miaaioner of Public Lends will offer foe
th laws of th State of New
State lease, for the exploration, development, aad
and rules and regulations ot tha
Land Office, the Commissioner ot Pub-to productioa of oil end fas, st public sue-tio- a
llo Lands will offer at publlo aala
to the highest bidder, at f o'clock A.
o'clock A. M.,
the highest bidder at
on Saturday, February ISth, 1122, in M.. oa Tuesday, January Jrd, 19U, ia the
of Ssnta Rosa, County of Guadalupe,
towa
of
of
town
tha
Lordnburg. County
State of New Mexico, In front Stste of New Mexico, at the front door
of the court house therein, the fol- of the Court House therein, the following
tracts of land, vis.: described lands,
lowing described
S; Sale Ne. L-Sale No. 1876 : NW NW , Sec
E'4, SW!, KEMNYVtf. SWM
NE14NKW. Sec. a; NVYJ, Section i; S!4Sb).
NMNtt. Sec
Section 10; All
Lot 1, NEHNWH. Sec. ;
of Section 16; SEKNWM. Section 22; T. t N.,
Sec. U; 8W14NW4. NWKSWfc, Sec R. 22
1
Lots
2, NWX, NMSWK, SEM
E,
Sao.
12; NK8W. WH8EH. SEHSEti.
Sec. 1;, NEH, SW, S'iSEX. Section 2; T. 7 N., R. 2J E..
17; SHNss. NV48EH, WSNE-4; T. r N.. R. 2J
NVYKNWK. Section
BE
Sec. 21;
NE14NWI4,
NE-SWoWK. NWNWj
SEfcNWS,, Section 16;
NE14, NWW. Sec. 22; BHNW,82
R.
.,
T.
Section
Sec.
23;
U; NE. Sectioa
NWMbf.),
NtH,
NHSEtt, WV.8E14. 8W14. Sec. 13; T.
I N., R. 22 t., S!i, NW, SiNEyi,
IS W.. Lots i.
; T.
26;
25; Stt, Ave. it; All of Sees.Bee.
NW'MNE), Sectioa J; T. I N, R. 2J
8WK.
22 8., R. 17 W.,
t;
NW!iKH. Sectioa 2; W'i. WV.SE, SE
Sec. i; Lots 2, 4, SstNE, Boo.
Sectioa 16; NEHNEl. Sectioa 24; T.
; SftNW. N8WH, Bee. 7; Lots 1,
SecK.. R. 24 E., NLMSM'ii,
NWfeSEK,
8ec. 12; EHNEst, tioa
2. 2. 4. WViKE.
T. t N , K. Zi fc. N. M. P. M..
22.
See. 21:
8WKNEK, Sec. 1; SttSEH, Sec.
J.Vbu.7s
seres.
21; containing
27; NHNEfc.
W4WH. Bee
scceptec' f'f leas than five
N8W1. Sec. 29: T. 32 8., R. 14 W, No bid will be which
shsll be deemed to
Lots 1, 2, Sec. 1: Lot 4, Sec. 4; EHNEH, 4, cents per acre,
include end cover the first year's rental for
8EK8W4. Sec S;
NEKSE.
will be permitted
no
Sec.
said
and
land,
persoa
t;
8W14NW.
8E14, 8ec. 1; NE8WH. N HBEtt, to bid at such aale except he has, prior to
21:
WH8W14.
eet
the
hour
thereior,
deposited with the
8c. 8ec. 22: WHNWI4, NViSW. t
8E14,
ommtaaioner ot ruDiic Lnus, or witn sv
Sec. 23; 8W14-NW1- 4. the
8Es4NE4,
officer in charge of such sale, cssh ar i 4
NW148W, Sec 24; NEHNE. certified exchange to the amount of iTie'ap
NWSW4, SEsi, Sec. 2; NHNW, above minimum
bid.
Ueposits ot sll n- - I
Sec. 27; 8WH8W14, Sec. 28:
Sec. 83; EH-E- 4, succeaaful bidders will be returned. The
EHSEK, Sec. 2; 83NHNH,
Sec. 85; T.
8, R. 18 W, EH-NW- Il, deposit of the successful bt'l'ler will be
Sec. 4. T. 34 8., R. 14 W, All of held by the Commissioner of Public of Lands
such
Sec. 24; T. 33 8., R. 1 W . N4NE14, and by him anpKed in payment
Sec. 23; T. 34 8, R. 18 W, All of Seca 2, bid, but if the successful bidder shsll tail
3. 4, 8, , 7, 8, 3, 10. 11, 14, 15. 18, 17, to complete bis purchase by tbea and there
Bee. paying say balance due ander his purchase
18, 1. 20, 21, 22, 23, 24;
8, incbaaing the coat of advertising and the
12; T. 24 8, R. 18 W All of Sees. 1,232, 24.
4. , 10. 11. 12. 13. 14. 16. 1. 21. 22,
expenses incident thereto, then snd in such
36
28.017
17
W
34
R.
T.
8.,
containing
event such deposit shsll be forfeited to the
-acres, of which 40.00 acres were
New Mexico as liauidstee damlected for the Santa Fe and Grant Stste ofLesse
will be made in substantial
ages.
Railroad Bond Fund.
County
r
lesse
No bid will be accepted for less thaa onformity with form of oil snd gas
file
Ne.
in the office af the Commisoa
Jt
acre
and
THREE DOLLARS (33.00) per
which will
the successful bidder will ba required sioner of Public Lands, copy of
to pay for tha Improvements that exist be tarnished oa spplicatsoa. The right is
n tha land.
reserved to reject sny or alt bids.
Except for lands selected for tha Witness any hand and the official seal
Santa Fa and Grant County Railroad of the Stste Land Office of the Stste of
Bond Fund, the successful bidder will New Mexico this th dsy of Ortotier. 1021.
be required to pay at tha tlma of aala
N. A. FIELD,
five per cent of the amount bid. tha
Commissioner of Pnbbc Landa,
Incost of advertising and other casts seNew Meanc
of
State
cidental to tha sale; and for lands
First Puhticstioa October 21, 1971.
lected for the Santa Fa and Grant
Railroad Bond Fand, the suc- Last PabWtioa December JO IML

E.

HARD WOOD CHARCOAL

GENERAL

BROKEN

PASH BROTHERS

STATUS

THOS. W. HANNA

N

Suiu

Neckwear
CloTea

"

Handkerchief
Hosiery

Bath Robei

House Coat
Sweaters

t'nderwear
Pajamas
Night ShirU
Carters

Arm Bands
Over Sleeves
Belt

Knit Jackets
Leather Vests

A
S

fwl
ft
V
,

Overooau
Sheep Linei Coats

Hits

CaP4

Shirts

Collars

75.
TsfB

Get K. LAmlty'i

Harpoon 1 rear
or X rears fl.0
,Tht hottest paper printei

Alx0

las

AntwaU,

TaM

V

Ridinir Trousers
Overalls
Work Shirts

Leather Lesglngs
Traveling Bags
Suit Cases

Trunks
Outdoor Clothing
Hartman Wardrobes

- MOORE t
McCLINTOCK
7r
t
T
X
CLOTHING COMPANY r
?

A WARM PAPER

t

On the Plaza

Santa Fe, N. M.

DETECTIVE CALLS KING
SONNY." THEN SALUTES
REWARDED
CHAUFFER;

some of those which the soldiers
sang in me world war.
But there were cheers which taunt
ed the British overlords or were afire
with
the spirit of liberty, Most of
Paris, France. Three detectives in
a last touring car were sent to the these are less well known today.
Versailles gate by prefect of police did not know the tunes to which
l.lliller In tnfft Liner Pit-H-i nan I nf most of these ballads were sung.
Rumania when he drove in from Tours ,no,cd t,le PPu'ar sonKS which they
were sung to, then looked the music
the other day.
It was quite dark when the regal up, and tried it on my piano. Much
of
the music had a lilt, and was catch
automobile reached the walls of Paris
ing."
the
detectives
it
one
and
spotted
jlmt
The Singing Professor
of them went up to the chauffer and
Dr. Samuel Eliot Morison, who is
asked :
about to introduce singing in his his"Is this the king's car?"
tory classes at Harvard, is a rela
"It is," was the reply.
President-Emeritu- s
Charles W
"Then sonny," said the detective, tive of
Eliot. He served as adviser to the
the
driver
on
the
tapping
familiarly
shoulder, "'keep you eye on this rod American peace commission at the
machine ahead and don't lose sight conference which produced the Versailles treaty. But Dr. Morison, who
the kind's hotel. You are a lucky doglWM a "1e"lber f the section of Rus- s,an experts, like a number of other
tr. l. .wu.inr, , v;
economists, resigned. He was not in
r
.,ii,.n wl-'-.
sle
.'Some of
to the window of the limousine and ,??,Pat'ly
he poh -nHe
were
coming rigidly to attention, the dc
.
tcctive saluted the occupant who re- Admiral
Kolchak
ca"
.
turned the salute.
'You are indeed a lucky man to lar Mor's.on 18
Massachusetts, a
be driving a king," said the driver
story of the ferof the king's car o er his shoulder to!,ookt,ch
tile man in the limousine. "It enables !chf"'Mar,ne and wh,ch "as Just bccn
nnM lei
,o In clr n !..
king do his own driving."
1 he detective saw the story in the AVERAGE CITIZEN
IS
day a.nd w:?nt l
ONE BENEFITTED MOSTLY
hotel,nc.xt apologize. He re
BY NEW TAX MEASURE
turned 1000 francs richer.

Extends Greetings to the
ESTANCIA VALLEY
The City of Santa Fe and the Estancia
Valley are near neighbors and should be the
best of friends.

,i.

ti.

s

srt
f 7,.'

.f

.'""""'.'-

They have been for years past, but now with the advent of a daily service on the New Mexico Central Railroad that friendship should become
even closer and more enduring.
From both an economical and a geographic standpoint Santa Fe is
WHEN YOU BUY A WATCH, the most
the logical source of supply for such products as the residents of the
y
tancia alley are unable to obtain in the near-bthing is to know you can get satisfactory
Valley towns.
28.
AmcricDec.
if
The
needed.
Washington,
It is of course impossible in the smaller towns to obtain many articles THE CORONADO HOTEL
an public is going to be saved at least
?835,00O,000
the
of
the
by
operations
AND THE ROYAL CAFE
the more limited call for which makes it unprofitable for the smaller town
new tax law which the special ses
ot congress passed just prior
in
merchants to carry
stock. Yet when these things are needed, it is a Mr. G. Lupe Herrera, proprietor of sion
specially priced from $10.00 up.
to its adjournment.
Practically all
Hotel
and
the
Coronado
the
Royal
of the reductions made in federal
ESTAXCIA VAM.KV Hl:.ll)F.TS
ARK ESPECIALLY INVITED
great advantage to be able to procure them from a nearby large town, a.e, is a nai ve
taxes by this new law represent savTO VISIT (II II WIIIIK SHIM'S
rather than to be obliged to send to some city at a great distance for them.
ALL MAIL ORDERS FOR EITHER NEW GOODS OR REPAIR
of business and residence for
portation taxes. The new law wipes
It is for this class of business that Santa Fe firms whose advertise- place
WORK PROMPTLY AND NEATLY EXECUTED
him so far and he expects to spend out
all taxes which have been paid
rest of his life here.
ments appear on these pages are looking, and with the new daily train theSixteen
in the purchase
of
by
passengers
years ago Mr. Herrera de tickets and by shippers, who have
him- service, they will be able to supply these wants on short notice. An order cided to go into business for Hotel
paid taxes based on freight rates
opened the Coronado
and parcel post rates. The passengreceived in Santa Fe by mail or telephone in the afternoon of one day can andlf and
Cafe on the South side of the ers tax
amounted to 8 per cent on
I'laza. He has operated the Hotel
be shipped by express or parcel-pos- t
every ticket bought over 42 cents in
the following morning.
continuously ever since it was open- value. The freight tax amounted to
South Side of Plaza
Santa Fe, New Mex.
ed, but three
ago he sold the
per cent on the face value of the
Read carefully each of the advertisements on these pages. There may afe, which isyears
now operated under
bills.
The
tax
freight
post
name of the Capital City Cafe. was one on each 25parcel
cents of
be articles advertised by these firms which vou need right now. If so, sit theAbout
a year later, however, Mr.
All told, these taxes took out
Brew res,.k;ss aml d'cidiniof the'
down and write them while it is still on vour
'of the American Pub- vour wants fullv.,Herrcra more
the restaurant lie $.W0,ftpocket
WHEN IN SANTA FE VISIT
go
Alt this will
0,000 a vear.
and you will receive a prompt and courteous service.
business, he opened the Royal Cafe stop on January 1st. Xone of the
Ion West San Francisco Street.
The taxes thus
collected went into the
Royal Cafe has done a thriving busiA Profitable Trip To The Capital
pockets of the railroads, as it was THE MOST
ness ever since it opened and is par- - all
UNIQUE THEATRE IN AMERICA
collected
by them on behalf of
tirularlv noted for its tine steaks, the
t.
government, so that railroad
those who have the time, a trip to Santa he once or twice a month which it makes a specialty,
l'or
venues are not affected by the repeal
of these taxes.
will now become a profitable combination of business and pleasure. A wihuevMbi.
. n
aaa rr
t.
f.
has charge of
I'linno-t 1i n Herrera. who
1.im.1i
nf
nn1 (linn nrtc c
nmv
ct in n 'i ti f
inenfil
of
Outside
the
and shintraveling
"
bookkeeping and accounting and oth- .
manaRCment
smaner town resident ot tne .
who win take ms .rbuS8
iariner., or
vaiiev
are
heads of
. 'M
i
c . t now anoi
i ...
i
n
oim uhivC
ihi navp
wuc to .ama
u
re
commercial men and tourists wilt inline The
mey win mid ume and money wen spent.
tax law reduces the amount
'find the Coronado Hotel a very contiithey are to pav bv $70,000,000.
to stop and the Royal dcr
place
Takc the. morning train from vour home town and it will
vou
intojyement
law married men or heads
old
the
get .
.
aie a gooa ami
,
,
families
of
of
less
having an income
riii iv in ine iinernoon.
to vour nusiness nerc tiuniig ine place to eat.
than $.',000 a year were allowed an
yneni
afternoon and in the evening take vour wife to see one of the latest movies
I'nder the new
exemption of $2,000.
law this escmption is increased to
THEY'RE SINCING HISTORY
ON THE PLAZA
at either of Santa Fc's two beautiful picture theatres. Or if you are a mem
IN STA1U OLD HARVARD SQ. $2,500. This change goes into effect
on
this
will
vear's
income.
It
affect
ber of some fraternal order, attend a lodge meeting and get acquainted with
over 2.000,000 heads of families. I'n- (Mdwaukee Journal)
l(,(.r
o)( )aw ,u.a()s nf hmm
or
your Santa Fe members.
If you happen to be strolling outiiWp who hnd .lenemle.its
l.
Highest Class in Every Way
a
some
n.iran-snine lowed an exemption of ?200 for each
way
morning
on can return home the following morning, or, if vou can spare an later
in the fall, pick up your ears dependent.
Under the new hw tW;
listen. Listen for the surging exemption is increased to $400. This
extra day, there are many other places of interest in and about the Capital land
hit of male voices singing, with
nf f,.,., ;ilmt 750.000 individuals
PARAMOUNT AND GOLDWYN PICTURES
zest and spirit of youth, songs theiji
of ;,, addition to the 2,000,000 mention' d
City that you will enjoy visiting. The State Capitol building itself, with its .batt'e
and defiance melodious which 'arrive.
and qui. k. n the step,
.'t!,er
of the !w
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We wish to extend to all our friends and

custo-me- rs

our thanks and appreciation for their business
during the past year, and to assure them that we will
continue to serve them to the best of our ability during the year to come.
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We shall endeavor during 1922 to carry an even
larger and more complete line of merchandise than
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Ruins of Old Peco

Miiion

Like the pueblo, the structure was
ANCIENT PUEBLOS AND
MISSIONS OF NEW MEXICO built of sandstone slabs and silvers,
and according to Benavidez, it was
the women of the pueblo who built
(By Paul A. F. Walter)
as well as the houses.
n the churches
Several of the most beautiful
rose in terraces three and
ruins in the southwest are locat-ate- d The pueblo
four stories high and at the
in the country
tributary to perhaps
time of the coming of the Spaniards
The
Mouutainair, Torrance County.
had some 600 inhabitants.
nearest to that thriving settlement probably
Not far from the iriain highway and
of
is
School
the
where
Quarai,
but a lew miles from Mountainair
American Research some years ago
o Abo, one of the
The found- fire the ruins
carried on excavations.
early J'iro villages which also was
ers of the Mountainair Chautauqua, abandoned
before the Pueblo Revoincluding J. W. Corbett, J. P. Dun-lav- y lution of 1680. The ruins lie in a
and William McCoy, had pur- basin that is almost entirely landchased the site and donated it to locked
the foothills. As one steps
the Museum, but other claimants to over theby mountain rampart which insuit
the
the title brought
against
on all sides,
closes the Abo
state and secured judgment in their the vision of thevalley
frail walls of the
ruins
these
so
that
spectacular
favor,
A more
mission is most striking.
are now in private hands. Quarai
setting or a nobler ruin
was one of the Cities that Died of picturesque
than that of the Abo church it is
Fear, or, as Dr. Lummis puts it, one difficult to imagine. The church and
of "The Cities that were Forgotten."
pueblo were built on a hillock boundThe ancient settlement lies at the ed
on one side by the declivities
foot of the Manzano Mountains and which form the banks
of a stream
mile
de
less than a
from Punta
Agua. that cuts its way through the canon.
visible
for
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are
The mission
hue of the sandstone formafrom the The red
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tions both near and in the distance
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east.
the
or
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north,
south,
Kive the ruins a character that, is
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one
nearer
the
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striking
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At the foot of the mound under
The mission was built some time bewhich lies the ancient settlement tween 1625 and 1644, but the pueblo
springs bubble from the earth and of course is much older.
vegetation is profuse. The great
than
However, more mysterious
hanging over the shimmering pools of water, harbor many va- either Quarai or Abo are the ruins
rieties of birds. The sanctuary it- of (iran Quivira, or more correctly,
These lie south of Mounself still gives evidence of its former Tabira.
massiveness and majesty. It wai tainair in a well traveled highway,
somewhere around 1675 that Quarai and in a certain sense are the most
was abandoned, the cause being tlie notable sight in the Southwest, if not
fear of attacks from the Coniam:lies in the United States. Tabira too, is
and other Indians who roved over one of "The Cities that Died of Fear,"
that part of the southwest. The and was also abandoned, in the days
church had two towers and measur- Before the Revolution of 1680, when
conthe raids of the Comaiiches stni'k
ed 50x104 feet. The adjoinm
vent occupied a space of 49x58 feet. fear into the hearts of the sedentary
mis-sio-

Between
and
Karma
City
29 H
hour
via
Torranca
Hanla

Between
Kanta

and
Chicago
44
hour
via
Torranc

Pueblo Indians. Tabira is situated on
top of a limestone hill which appears
to be honeycombed with subterranean
clefts and cavities. There are spots
on the hillside where the sound of a
foot-faawakens a resonance below.
It is a favored spot for treasure hunters, who have sunk shafts within the
sanctuary as well as within the bounds
of the ancient settlement that rambles
y
over the brow of the hill. The
limestone on which this out port
differenis
built
of Pueblo culture
tiates it from the red sandstone pueTabira is
blos of Abo and Quarai.
more of the color of the moonlight
and its desolation makes it spectral,
although of late years settlers have
come in from all directions and located homesteads within view of the1
ruins. There are indications of old
irrigation works, but whencj the wut
tr came, no one knows, for :he country round about is dry as a bone.
There were two sanctuaries at Tabira, the larger one covering an area
of 5,000 square feet, the convent being broken into quite a nunib.i of
isolated cells. The older church was
much smaller, but its walls wen-- more
carefully laid, being a real line
of primitive stone mas ni.y,
was a Piro settlement and was
probably abandoned before the Tiwa
villages to the north.
Many legends,
none of them substantiated by historical facts, have sprung up regarding this settlement, yet no one who
visits these spectacular remains of pri
mitive settlement long before the coining of the white man, can fail to l"
deeply impressed and carry away with
him a haunting memory of romance
and mystery.
ll
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THE NEW HOME OF THE
CAS SELL MOTOR COMPANY
Tlie Cassell Motor Company of
Santa Fe . undoubtedly lias one of
the best
garage and automobile agenciet in the State, and is
owned and managed by a man who
is everywhere
conceded to lie one
of the most enterprising and
When
citizens of the city.
Mr. Cassell completed the new Cassell Building last Summer, he added
e
tn the buildings facing the Santa
l'laza a beautiful structure which in
every way harmonizes with the spirit
of Santa Fe'i new building program.
is of the early
The architecture
Mr.
Spanish-India- n
type. liesides
Cassell't own business, the ground
floor of the building houses the
beautiful El Onate Theatre, coiicecd-eto be "the most unique theatre in'
America. It it worth the price of a
show just to go in and view the two
wonderful Mural paintings that adorn
the two side walls of this attractive
theatre. On the second floor of the
building is located the offices of the
I lay ward
Agency, one of the oldest
and most progressive real estate and
insurance firms in the citv.
Tourists and others who journey to
Santa re by automobile will make
no mistake by going to the Cassell
Motor Company for anything they
may need in connection with their
cars. They will be assured courteous
attention and absolutely fair treat
ment in every respect.
d
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NEW MEXICO CENTRAL RAILWAY COMPANY

III

"THE KOAI) OF HKKVH'K"
TIME TABLE
South Hoaad
8Uam Train, No. T2, Leavea Mondaya, WednaHdaya, and Friday'.
Uti Car, No. 1, Leavea Tueadaya, Thuradaya, and Haturdaya
North Hamad
Oaa Car, No. 1, Arrlvca afondaya. Wadnendaya and Fridaya
Hlaam Train, No. 71, Arrlvaa Tueadaya, Thuradaya and Saturday!
Ar. P.M.
2:4

Lv -- AM.
10:00
10:08

Banta Fa
S:3T
Stock Tarda
Crandall Btatloa
10:01 U. I. Indian School
l it
2:2
10:16
Oonaclana
1:6
10:40
Vara Blanca
1:10
11:00
Kaanady
1:10
11:10
Clark
12:60
Williams' Spur
11:U
12:10
H tan lay
11:11
12:16
11:16
Otto

:00 A. M.
:04

t:0

:lt

(:4t

10:10
10:M
11:40
12:06
12:16
11:40

liiS

IM

1:1T
1:41
1:16
1:46
1:10
1:40
1:66
4:10
AK- - 4:41 P

1:10
1:40
1:10
1:00
1:16
4:00
4:10
4.40
-

AJL

Moriarty
Mclnteah
Antalopa
Kataaola
Wlllard
ProfTMso
Blaaoa

Cadarala
M- -

Camalooa
Torraace

:0

1:40

S:0t
1:40
2:20
1:66
1:10
1:16
12:60

ia:26

n.g&
11:10
,

Ar. P.M.
4:0o
1:61

ll:wo
10:46
10:00
:10
1:41
1:10
1:20
Lv. 1:00 A.M.

11:60
11:40
11:26
10:00
1:10
1:46
1:10
1:10
LV. 1:00 AM

gM (kkt year tickets read via Torrance. Direct connections with the Reek
lalaaa's Qoldan Stat Limited, the Traia De Luxe. No extra fare. Further
Information will be furnlahed by any New Mexico Central Afrnt, or addreaa
A. P.

OQIER, a. P. A. Santa Fa, New Mexico.
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BAKERY AND MARKET

OROCERT.
ilea, Pralta

Hi

ALL

KIDS

VcareeaMra, Bread, fire, taken. V.ie.
FftKKH AND IMOKKD MEATS

WE WISH YOU ALL A HAPPY AND

PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR
A Few Specials
14

lbs.

Saar

$1.00

.ii

iba. Potatoes
pkss. Jello
Baby Milk 1 dot. caaa
1

.

Tall Milk

.7
.7

l.H

doc. cabs
Cajapbeil's Soap, Assorted
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22 44

12 73
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....
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3 42
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47.25

6.20
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37.20
42.50

3(ix4'.;
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35x5
37x5

II. Sanla Fe
By Express or Parcel Post C. O. n. F. O,
Have most all sizes lu sto. k ami ship same ilay the
oriler is received.
In my new location on (lillz Street I am In better
to sive mule piumpl intention t" my large nuinlier
position
or HATTKKV cusinmcis, as well as ueneral repair lu

f'ti.i.. u
A

urn: on wmr.
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I

C. MAX WELLS on
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To the Automobile Users of

The Estancia Valley
AND OTHER NEARBY

LOCALITIES

want voiir liatU'vy P.iisiness ;nil are oft'eriti
SK'cial liiihuvnii'iits,

V

yon

tl'CM'

:

Fl

lv

-'

ST

A one-ilaService.
Send tii vmir lialtery today and we charge
il to vim in '
hour-- , a Tier ui: received
y

and

it

re-sli- ip

it

(Inly )T". IXH.I.AK for k'echaroiii;..
That will he our total charge to ymi for reihai 'i; ini
anv make of lialtery.
of repaii 'inj; and relmildinv;
IIIK'D: We make a
( ieneraloi's.
u mailer shape yoiir's may lie in, send il lo ns and we
al wry small expense.
will put il in lirst-elas- s

SI'VOXD:
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Ignition work done ki.nht.

Our mechanics are expert elect rieians who ihroiilily
undetsland ignition systems and how to restore theni

FIFTH:

Our Work Guaranteed.
We guarantee a1! our work to he Salisfaelory, and we
stand hehind every joli t hat we do,

,.

?';

's

-

We Buy and Sell Used

il-

-r-

-r

liatteries

rKa

,

Western Battery Station

Hmenl
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For Every Man, Woman and Child Who Has Any Writing To Do
The Remington Portable has been built to suit the requirements of everybody who needs a typewriter lor his or her personal use. It is the ideal typewriter for this purpose and for
YOUR Purpose.
Has Standard Keyboard
has
the same number of printing keys as the
The Keyboard
same
size same arrangement same distance
machine
standard
between keys. It IS the Standard Keyboard on a Portale Typewriter.
Write for illustrated pamphlet on this little wonder.
We also handle regular standard size typewriter, (new and
rebuilt) and make and repair all makes.
We carry a full line of carbon papers and ribbons.
SANTA FE TYPEWRITER EXCHANGE
Santa Fe, N. M.
212 Don Gasper St.

CERDES CASH STORE CELE
BRATES 4th ANNIVERSARY
The Cerdes Cash Store is one of
the oldest business houses of its kind
in Santa Fe. With the New Vrar
it starts the celebration of its forty
eighth anniversary, Mr. fierdes lack
mg only two years of having been
in business at this tame location for
half a century.
The store carries in stock one of
the most complete lines of dry goods
as well as men's and women's clothing and shoes in the city and bears
an enviable reputation, both for the
quality of its merchandise and the
fair treatment accorded its customers.
Mr. Gerdes' long and successful busi
ness career attests to this fart.
The store will celebrate its 48th an
niversary with a big anniversary eale
Mr.
every department.
covering
Gerdes states that he dors a strictly
rash business and that consequently
his regular prices are somewhat below those charged
by other firms
which arc burdened with the expense
of carrying' large numbers of chartre
accounts.
Taking this into ronsid
eration, he points out that a further
reduction in prices such as he is snv
ing-- during this sale, means a very
real saving.

Packard

Nash

THE GARAGE OF REAL SERVICE

Wi want the Isle of Tap; we could
turn it around and make It pay.
A

we back

FABRICS, 7,000 miles

A

SIZK

Jr..

,

covers most

CORDS, 10,000 miles

.

Arn-ild-

it with
everything that can

and

Adjustments Will Be Made on the Following Mileage Bails

''"

Ifome-Klcn-

The Quality of th

happen to a tire.

:1

NW14-NW-

that

a guarantee

I

...

GUARANTEE

HALL TIRES la unsurpassed,

j

-s

HALL

THE

VUIXANIZINC.

fcnXKJT TO (.IRKS

BATTERY STATION

SHOP

Tell us not In mournful numbers
Girls ar but aa empty dream;
For tb boy Is wrong who thins. Ha
Girls ar only what they aeera.
Girls are real, girls are eararat.
And the marcel's not their goal.
Girls have brains behind their make- -

EXPERT REPAIRING ON ALL MAKES OF CARS

HP,

And they really hare a aouL
Not enjoyment Is their purpose.
As this poem will prove to you.
For the girls have helped this Isnae
From the start to finish too.
Lives of great men all remind as
Girls caa make their lives sablime.
And departing leave behind them

Footstep oa the sands of time.
fellows, you remember
That you're uot the only ones
Still achieving, still pursuing.
Girls will always shine like suns.
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STATEMENT OF WILLIAMS
know how he justifies the failure to munities may blend agricultural andlat dinner one evening at the
MCFIE & EDWARDS
AT
HEARING
ON RATES
interests in harmonious lard.
oliwrvr such rates as maxima at
AT PHOENIX LAST WEEK interior points of destination.
It is helpfulness and enhanced good for
Frank Springer and wife have re-- ',
ATT0RNBT8.AT.LAW
a iKxir rule that doesn't work both tune.
turned to the city and are at home
Such a movement contemplates no at the Dresden Apartment, where
Hugh H Williams, chairman, and ways. The adjustment proposed by
OFFICE
K
R Coard, rate clerk, of the New; the railroads seems to me to be a destruction of things wrought, of in they have resided for a long while.
Santa Fe, New Mexico
Mexico Corporation Commission at- case of playing both ends against the vestments made, or wealth involved.
Over Saute Fe Post Office
S BowAttorney General
tended the hearing of the Interstate middle, and in this instance the m- - It only looks to a general policy of man made a hurried Harry
trip to WashI oinmerce Commission at I'hoenix last termountain territory happens to be transportation, of distributed industry ington and transacted
business in
week as New Mexico's representatives the middle, because the carriers have and of highway construction to en which the State was concerned leavin opposition to the application of the figuratively speaking, moved the At- courage the spread of our imputa- ing without seeing the
sights.
BURn.
railroads to he allowed to charge a lantic Ocean as far back as Chicago tion and restore the proper balance
Senator Bursum is so busy with
fit nrv a CICilia U
less rate on shipments to Pacific coast and St. Louis and deliberately left between city and country.
The pro- official duties that he will have to
tmiti lta Blua Ribbon T
points than to intermediate points on the Pacific Ocean stay where the Al- blem may well have your earnest forego going home for the holidays.
T raw V
M 4.r.
which they have a shorter haul.
attention."
However if he can so arrange his
mighty put it.
iaVonb HRAND WLlS"
W kaowaaa Baal. StfMt. aim, a ,i..i.l.
According to the Arizona papers
It it is desirable to recognize mark
public affairs he will be in New MexV
AT
SOLO BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHttif
Messrs Williams and Coard made a et competition at such interior points NEW MEXICANS VISIT WASH-.- .
ico early in January for a short stay.
case
railroads
the
very strong
against
as Pittsburg, Cincinnati, Chicago and
Ihe senator is especially ictive on
INCTON;
ABEL. LEARNS
and largely as a result of their pre-- ! Kansas
SOMETHING ABOUT FISHING the committees on public lands, pen- - "TVJT TT
Lity, why isn t it equally de5s
it
efforts
and
believed
IJ rvOJCjIf. X CJPi'k'TI7'
purutiou
sirable to recognize
sions, and military affairs. He also
it at Denver,
that the application will be rejected. Salt Lake City,
Headquarters for Western Grows
Washington, Dec. 24. New Mexico is a member of the committees on
Spokane, El Paso,
and Phoenix?
Mr. Williams statement follows:
The was somewhat conspicuously in evid Civil Service and Privileges and Elec- - trees, shrubs, and roses. Writ for
Albuquerque
answer is obvious. The railroads find ence in Washington in the week be- tions. And he has a multituds of catalog.
MexNew
My colleagues on the
the
in
hauls
the persons of things that daily take him to the
they fore Christmas
Denver Nursery aoaj Orchard Co.
ico State Corporation
Commission realizelongthat an profitable and
adjustment of west- Thomas Gable, Game Warden, Hon. Departments when he can get away
Dr. F. W. Hodge at Hawikuh
and
are absolutely opposed to bound
M
without
hours.
C.
does
rates
which
of
Spicer,
attorney-at-la422C Zual St. Dearer, Coloraata.
commodity
ami protest against the approval of not
take market
into con- Socorro, and Henry Kolfe Brown Adthe fourth section applications under sideration would competition
THE SCHOOL OF AMERICAN
high-grahave
a disastrous jutant General.
FOR
SALE
excavation in the Chaco Canon, on consideration in this
was
One
Headquarters
Jersey
proceeding for effect upon
these eastern interior established at Senator Bursum's of- - Bull, young and gentle, price reason.
the San Diego de Jemez grant, in the
RESEARCH
following reasons:
CATARRH
the Santa Fe Forest, on the Gran
points and dry up traffis to and tice where the latch string is al- able. Miss Balfe, 22S Hlckox St.,
ei th
First, because as a matter of prin- from such points, whereas a depar- ways out for anybody from the Sun- Santa Fe, N. M.
Monand
Handelier
National
(Junira
B.
Bloom
BLADDER
By Laning
in southern Mexico, and in ciple and equity they are not in fav- ture from the long and short Haul shine State, by the trio, and excuruments,
al
mi
taoWaav
This institution, first i.rganied in Central America. Other institutions or of a departure from the long and rule in iiiteriiiountain
I M. SaunaU
rVar-territory would sions to about every place worth visit- ASTROLOGY Stars tell Life's Story.
l1
as the
Corn- - mean no
School of American anit itiflt viilnals
of
short
rule
the
Interstate
were
made
from
:h
secured
loss
ing
Caosule
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Send
birthdate and dime for trial
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there, frequentappreciable
uinv
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bears MM trC"".
Archaeology and incorporated in lJ7 such rights to excavate, so that the lm'r4"e A, t, umUr a"' circumstances even though it did impose all unjust ly under the direction of Governor reading. Eddy, Westport St.,
8
under its present title, was created work of
under
the
fourth
section
l'v,n
''
burden
""un
Beimreofcmtnier'
who
knows
that
Kansas
section
the
the
George
Missouri.
when
of
Curry
upon
possible,
study and,
City,
amended the t oiumission may in country and added materially to the by heart. Senator Bursiim wascapital
by the Archaeological Institute ot of preservation lias been going on
busy
America tor the purpose of conduct- in manv
investigation, cost of living there. We have no on the floor of the Senate, and coulj
different parts of the state. slu'CiaI cases, after
ing in America work similar to that This past vear Dr. F. W. Hodge has authorize a earner to charge less aiti i
but to ship by railroads not do much running around with his
which the Institute carries on ,in continued
than
for
the shorter the goods we produce and those? wc fellow citizens, but Governor Curry
,lu'
Ins
important work at,""'
other parts of the world through Haw ikuh, the Xuni
reasuch
is
'I'stancc,
took an hour off now and then to
provided
charge
consume.
first seen
similar American Schools and Foun- bv Frav Marcos de pueblo
do the chaperoning.
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1'e relieve the railroads
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the transcontinental
traffic frotr. the to the White House for what Gable
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be
would
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because
the
has
Museum
The
Second,
thought
proposed
year
very formal call
continued;
long and short haul rule w iuld not
transcontinental
research work in the Chai n and bound
may tie a very brief one. Instead
The Si hool of American Research
commodity only be a discrimination against the
CITY
took a
has its seat in Santa Fe, New Mex- - in the Jemez country, with interest-an- ii allowed to become effective as con mtcriiiiiuntam territory but it would the President immediately
valuable results
liliiplali.il, would unjustly discriniin- - be. unfair
to the steamship lines fancy to Tom and talked fish like
iio, ami operates primarily through ing
He
the Museum ot New Mexico, which
uie in ici iiiuuiii.on stales, which have just as much right to a sure enough Isaac Walton.
I lie
fact is that there are import- - ittie uiagauisi.New
uic hug
is one ot the State's t ducationa! ins- ant
Mexico, to the undue exist as the railroads and are ei't.'t-le- told the Game Warden 'things about
remains in nrac- archaeological
fish
he
had never heard before. He
of tre soto just as much protection. While,
titutions, created by hgislatiw ait ticallv cverv part id New Mexico preterence and advantage
called California and ?,
North Pacific of course,
i
icild maintained hv legisati"r noprn- anil the
do not pretend to know showed him how to cast a line for
of our state ought to ,
people
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how
to go after trout, and dis
oast terminals.
hv realise the need of
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what the attitude of the water car- bass,
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supporting and
IIH
the woAiug with our State
the School ami
because the blanket rates riers will he if the railroads are giv- cussed the habits of the fitly tribe
Museum. It
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re ,1 no of
en the fourth section relief asked for, at great length and with spirit and
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nish, should he a matter of pride for New :" ' intended to apply from
. for
am confident that they will retaliate knowledge of the subject and all the
Mexican, anil Ac
to do a fair share of the mediate points of origin in
two hundred or more visitors X
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ntire
M) years and t
rcscanh which is tn he Continental Groups A to J, hut not by reducing the ocean rates and they time
stood aside waiting to be permitted
north .sub' of
puiu til Art done within our state, and the bene..'" intermediate points of destination, would undoubtedly be in a position to
enter the presidential presence for
other words, the long and short to do so should Congress exempt
Museum, uoiiliwest ot the plaa anil fits of which will go to other states
Hake ot the Harding hand. Then X
is to be observed from eastern Iron, the
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the and other institutions if it is not done
the director's resilience,
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Gable saw the I'ish Commissioner and
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"cumcari and Heming, New
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When the fourth section of the In- plainly
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important remaining examples oi the mains
Affiliated with the School
reasonable prices.
"' N'"la K'.. "ck Island and in IWi by the inclusion ot the man- especially to stock the Klephant
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.
The School of American Research Ar.haeological Society of some 7tKl';s"'i''"Tii Pacilic Systems, respecl.ve- - date that the Commission should not Butte dam, proposing if the government was out of funds as was claim
is not a
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and terms of railway
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my conditions
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$147,860 was spent for advertising; ov- and there is no way, to ascertain the
NO FRAUD EVER SHOWN
er $9,000 was spent for office ex- enormous amount of public funds the
IN CASE OF SENATOR
such as
furniture and Democratic administration spent on
NEWBERRY OF MICHIGAN penses, over $1300 rent,
was spent for tele- publicity to boost Mr. Ford during
light;
phone and telegraph service; $9,000 his campaign against Mr. Newberry.
Washington, Dec. 28. For purposes was expended for traveling expens- But it is a safe estimate to place the
of oolitical capital of the basest char es, and the remainder was spent for amount spent far in excess of the
acter the Democrats in the United salaries of clerks, etc., copying of el- - total amount spent by Newberry's
States Senate, in cooperation with the ection registers, canvassing the vot- - r- naners.
The machinery of the
United States government and the
JJemocratic national organization, aic ers, etc.
The.fact is emphasized that at no publicity bureaus of three departments
trying to make it appear that Senator
Truman H. Newberry, of Michigan, time in the trial of Mr. Newberry in of the government were being used
fraud
was nominated and elected by
Grand Rapids, nowhere in the testim- ruthlessly and illegally in the state
and corruption and in violation of ony at that trial, and at no time dur of Michigan to fight Mr. Newberry.
and
own
of
his
statutes
state
the penal
ing tne Bearings oi tne senate tm- J he only way his managers could
of the federal government.
this opposition was to raise pri
nu'ttee was there any evidence offer-.meThe most significant thing in con- ed to show that any of the expeuli- - vate funds and engage in a tremend-ture- s
s
nection with the Democratic uproar
This
in connection with Mr.
campaign of advertising.
over Senator Newberry's seat in the berry's nomination was used in an. they did and and the unusual amount
Senate is the fact that at no time illegal manner for the purpose of jof money expended by the Newberry
during the debate and at no place corrupting the electorate, perpetrating; management was spent because of
in the report filed by the Democrafraud or, in common parlance, "buy- - this situation, was spent wholly for
tic minority of the Senate committee ing a seat" in the United States Sen-- j legitimate purposes and spent largely
'or advertising and publicity.
which investigated the Newberry case, ate
has any Democrat been able to show
Situation Without Parallel
Senin
which
any specific instance
The report filed by the majority THE BICYCLE AS A PRO-o- f
ator Newberry or his campaign manthe Senate committee whicn in- MOTOR OF GOOD HEALTH
corand
of
fraud
were
guilty
agers
the nomination an.l clec-vestigated
his
in
with
connection
either
ruption,
e
tion of Senator Newberry stated that
The best and most healthful
nomination or his election.
it condemned the use of large iC;ses js saj) (,y many physicians to
ii
cam
False
sums of money
Charges Absolutely
any pnna.y
jDe that whjch is taken as recreation.
This fact is stressed in the report paign, in the case betore it tor
no such recreational exercise is
made to the Senate by the majority vestigation the amount expended waSmore beneficial or delightful than
of the committee which investigated not spent for any purposes that were bicycle riding, especially for the
Senator Newberry's nomination and in themselves illegal or improper
younger generation. The new bicycle
election. This committee had before The committee's report further states is always a source of pride and pleasit more than 4,800 pages of typewrit- that it is but fair to jet forth the ure to the growing boy or girl, who
ten testimony taken at the trial of fact that the evidence disclosed a loses no opportunity to go for a
Senator Newberry in the federal court situation in regard to the primary ride.
at Grand Rapids, Michigan. It had which perhaps has no parallel in Am- - Bicycle riding brings into play
the bill of exceptions presented to the crican history.
and in
many muscles of the body
c
To thoroughly understand the case I,...,
t.r,.tt,:n
Supreme Court of the United States
xj.
on the appeal following the trial, which it is necessary to recall that at theijco's healthful mountain air.
The
e
bill of exceptions contained v.
Mr. tord oliered himselt as a bicycle takes its rider away from the
ed pages and the summary of the tes- - candidate for the nomination to the more or ess crowdcd town or city,
of over 300 witnesses. All of United States Senate, the Michigan out jnto tn 0 " n stretches and un
timony
. J.
.
;
C .......
1.A
nc .cijr .,,,1,,, Rrii.(. the winding mountain roads. to com
uiouc a Van uif i. iv.
mi
iMiuiaij iaw
committee's report,
ly, they permitted any candidate in,mune wjtn nature) and the bov or
In addition the Senate committee a primary to run on as many tickets !Rirl who has
wheeI corne, back
heard witnesses on its own initiative. as he wished. In event of his win.;from the day.s spin refreshed in both
of
on
of
all
recount
or
two
ordered
a
the
also
nomination
It
ning
morebody and mind and better prepared
the ballots. In its report to the Sen- tickets it was then left to his choice tQ cope with ,he Jchoo, work o ,he
ate it says, regarding the charges of as to wnicn iicnei ne snuuia rcuwui following day.
on as a candidate tor election, wun
fraud and corruption:
The father who wishes to do all
"These charges were vigorously made drawing his name from the other tick- he can for the welfare of his child
inunder oath and were vigorously
ets upon which he' had won nomina- - can hardly do better than to buy
sisted upon by contestant
(Henry tions thus leaving the tickets from that chiId a bicycie. It wil be money
Ford) through his counsel before the which he withdrew with no candidate very well spent and he will never
al1 against
were
ballots
and
him.
recount of the
regret it. Pash Brothers, Santa Fe's
capable of specific proof if they were Democrats Plan to Debauch State progressive bicycle dealers, will be
true.
for
Mr. Ford became a candidate
glad to show you their new line of
"All the submitted evidence was the United States Senate in the city wheels for both boys and girls.
carefully examined, and at great ex- of Washington, D. C, after a series
You may change your climate, not
pense of time' and money all the bal- of conferences' with former President
lots (429,836 in number) were
Wilson and the Democratic national your mind.
with the result that every and congressional organizations. Mr.
such charge of illegal voting or count- Ford .himself announced at the time,
ing, or of fraudulent returns, or brib- in a statement issued at Washingery, or intimidation, was not alone ton, D. C, soon after he had left
unproven in fact, but was so manifest- the White House, that he would beI'KRSOXAL
ly unsupported by evidence as to pro- come a candidate at the urgent reduce the irresistible conclusion that quest of President Wilson. The story
these charges were the result of a of the incipiency of his candidacy GENTLEMAN 35, worth $75,000
b
Fort
reckless attempt to make some im- was common information throughout will marry.
pression by the seriousness of the the country at the time, being carried Wayne, Ind.
charges, when it must have been in all the news reports.
known that they were entirely unIt was altn rnnitnnn information Rt
founded.
that time throughout the United WIDOW 3 2, ha. $30,000, wanta
432 League, CoNo Evidence to Back Up Charges
States, and especially in the state of husband
"In fact, so totally failing is the Michigan, that Democratic organiza lumbus, Ohio.
proof 'to sustain any pf the said tion officials had assured Mr. Ford, WEALTHY
WIDOW 47.
would
(Henry in event he would become a candicharges of the contestant
1134 League, DeFord; with regard to the general el- date, they would see to it that he marry Mich.
ection that there is not to be found had no opposition in the primary on troit,
even a reference to such charges in the Democratic ticket. It was also
the briefs filed by the contestant.
arranged that he should announce his MERCHANT 35, worth $40,000,
35 League, To"No claim has ever been made at candidacy both on thp Democratic wants wife
any time that an excessive amount and Republican tickets. Thus the plot ledo, Ohio.
There is no doubt but
of "money was used at the general was laid.
election or that there was any im what it was a conspiracy by the MARRY IF I n'FI.YFnr results. tr
at
the
general Democratic administration to debauch mf . b(.st and n,0st successful "Home
proper use of money
election. The evidence does not give the primary nomination of Michigan Maker:" hundreds rich wish marriaee
support to sustain any charge of fraud by taking advantage of a defective soon strictly confidential; most re- ne conspiracy was liable; years experience; description
or illegality, bribery or intimidation nrimnrv law.
of voters in connection with the gen that Mr. Ford, running on both tick free.
'The Successful Hub, Mr
eral election."
ets, would be guaranteed no opposi- NASH. Rox 556 OAKLAND,
In connection with the nomination tion in the Democratic party, thus
at Senator Newberrv in the orimari- - en.ililimr tens of thousands of Demo- ts the majority report of the Sen-- ., rats to vote the Republican prim-- MARrty For Speedy Marriage abnrv ticket and by thus raiding ,',p
ate committee says that, notwithstand-the best largest In the c'oun-in- g
the charge is made that there Repnhlirnn primarie force Mr. Ford's tsolutely
establlohed 16 years, thousands
was an unlawful use. by Truman H.lnommntiorl nn the Republican ticket jQ( wpaUhy menlberi boU, Bex, wish- ttuu Ills dKii is, ui ui (.v. i i avintf no 1'i)Ipmuimi wiiiiiii mv. inn 4CWUerry
early marriage, Btrlctly confiden
sums of money to influence the pri-- 1 ty, he naturally would be the nominee ing
tial, description tree. The Old ReMichi-loif
state
of
the
ticket
oniv
elections
the
Democratic
in
mary
liable Club, Mrs. Wrubel, Box 26,
Kan at wnicn senator iNcwuerry was hundred votes were polled for him. Oakland, California.
As the conspiracy was planned by
nominated on the Republican ticket
Mr.
fail to sustain any such charges. The the Democratic administration.
HOS
MATERNITY
FAIRMONT
committee's report says:
Ford, thus in possession of both the P1TAL for confinement;
private;
"No man can read the record in Democratic and Republican nominamay work fot
this case and fairly come to any oth- tions for the United States senator-shi- prices reasonable;
Write foi
was to withdraw from the Re- board; babies T.adopted.
er conclusion. The charges, which
B.
MRS.
booklet.
LONG, 4911 E
have been bitterly made and vehem- publican ticket and run in the elec- 27th
st., Kansas City, Mo.
ently urged, arc wholly unsustaincd. tion as a Democrat, so that he might
Demwith
the
affiliated
be
Cleared
properly
Witnesses
Newberry
for 6,000 milt
"We are asked to brand practically ocratic Senate organization after his WANTED Salesmen
$100.00 pet
tires.
Salary
guaranteed
election.
all
who
witness
appeared (and
every
week with extra commissions. Cow- Failed
of them on the summons of the conConspiracy
Why
an Tire & Rubber Co. P. O. Box
The conspiracy failed because the 784
testant, Henry Ford) as either a wilDept. S, Chicago, 111.
ful perjurer or a man unworthy of be- honest Democrats in the state of Michlief. Every witness produced was igan would not stand for any such
called by the contestant, who, under "frame up" and entered a candidate WE Guarantee $36 00 per week full
the usual rules of procedure, is pre- against Mr. Ford on the Democratic time or 75c an hour spare time telAgents
sumed to vouch for the
credibility ticket, over the protests of the Dem- ling guaranteed Hosiery.
of the witnesses he produces. Some ocratic organization and the represen- making $75.00 to $125.00 a week. Good
tatives of the Democratic national Hosiery is an absolute necessity, you
ti the witnesses were men ofin the
the administration. The opposition to Mr. can sell it easily. Our Fall line ready
highest standing and character
industrial world and in official life. Ford within his owrt party compel- at prewar prices. EAGLE HOSIERY
There was nothing in their conduct led! the Democrats to stay within their COMPANY, Darby, Pa.
or in their appearance, or in their party and being unable to raid the
testimony, to indicate that they were Republican ticket, Mr. Ford did rot
A(,KTrt WANTED
not fully and frankly telling the truth secure the nomination on the RepubMen or women to'
WANTED:
the whole truth and nothing but the lican ticket. So much for the iniquity
truth. The conclusion at which the which surrounded the conception, 0 take orders among frtendi and
neighbors (or the genuine guarancontestant (Henry Ford) would have Mr. Ford's candidacy.
wo- Mr. Ford was induced to enter the teed hosiery, full line tor men,
your committee arrive are those which
the contestant Jiascs entirely upon fight by the Democrats administra men and children. Eliminates darn
We pay 75c an hour spare
ho
tinwarrantcd inferences and upon the
fight and ing. .
?t "Tn"
,hrt
tiierrni conjectures, and are without i h;camer pp em tat'the p
the testimony of a single witness to they had
whereby he was
j,
was
sustain them.
raid the Republican primaries,
171-3- 1
town. Pa.
"We are urcd
disregard practic- to be foiled, all of the publicity maadminisDemocratic
the
ally the ffltir testimony produced by chinery of
Salesman for Santa Ft
of the contestant him tration was thrown into the Michig- WANTED
the witnrsw
self as bvmg utterly lacking in cre- an campaign in behalf of Mr. Ford. and vicinity. Commission contract
Government Publicity for r ord
only, for spare time or full time. We
dibility, if not wilfullv false, and to
It should be borne in mind that wil! teach you to sell income protec
t.ubYute for such testimony the base
through our tr- -r schoolJ . 1. in.
suspicions and unfounded. cbarg it that time the United .State witi.in
uunu
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V
which the contestant is pleaded lciat war a"d tne uenincraiic anmmy
which i'l,nen of your own. Massachuse't
make. We are asked to arrive at ration, through war pow-rInsurance
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Company
viciously abused, exercised despotic- Bonding and
false conclusions and to sustain
over not only the news- Accident and Heacin Dept. Sag.na
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to
but
Capital
moving picture
ing except mere allegation
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port them. It is difficult to imagine a.jncss. It meant the ruination of
"
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nun
a
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case more severely cnargea ina
moving niuuir
the order, of thel FIHT
to
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completely unsustained than is
ommniee on i unm. iiinniiirtiiun,
tented in this proceeding
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as the Committee on
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DINING

1

exer-whil-

m-a-

Club Breakfast Served From 7:00 to 9:30
Special Luncheon From 12 to 2 P. M., 75c
Dinner Served a la Carte From 6 to 8 P. M.

f.

print-'tim-

....

.

,

A LA CARTE ORDERS TAKEN DURING ALL MEAL HOURS
Special Attention Paid to Luncheon Parties, Dinner Parties and Banquets
We use only the best grades of meats and vegetables
Our Dining Room is the Most Attractive in Santa Fe, and Our Service The Best
t.-

-

QUALITY CONSIDERED,

TOURISTS AND COMMERCIAL VISITORS WILL ENJOY EATING AT THE DE VARGAS
QUALITY RECEIVES FIRST CONSIDERATION
UNDER THE PERSONAL MANAGEMENT OF

CLASSIFIED

W. J. Lackie

325-Clu-

The Famous Howard
Overdraft

1

4

OUR PRICES ARE VERY REASONABLE
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Heaters
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.1F

Made to save fuel and produce
more heat

MADE

RIGHT

AIR TIGHT

EVERY USER A "BOOSTER"
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SPECIAL FEATURES

Extra large top feed door

Grates are duplex as in a
range.

o

Firepot is oblong made
sectional to prevent cracking.

o

The inverted conical base
tends to throw the heat to

Polished "Armco"
iron body

Doors are ground to fit
each individual heater air
tight.

1

l'T'l:

V

inot

Linings made of cast iron
with interlocking shields
to top of heater.
o

Diaphragm directs the flame

downward.

o

o

the floor.
o

The stove pipe fits inside
the collar to prevent creosote running down to the
floor.

BECAUSE OF THEIR SHAPE THEY WARM THE FLOOR

--

nom-"vV-
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te

l.

Wood-Dav- is

Hardware Company
"If It's Hardware, We Have It"

INVITES ESTANCIA
Valley Trade
I

I'li.alc instruction

methods employmay enter any time. In
the night school there is also a special
students
for
private
department
education has been neglected,
mark-- , tin- start-it'- .; who--'
J.iriiury firt.
itii-i :h year of mutcs.-i- l or those who have not had school ad..i tinvantages. Each lesson is heard in;.. r;i'i. n i.f the Alhitqtu rquc P,ii-Tinwonderful strides dividually, thus avoiding the embarn illifi-Stuin ulr In t ii - school and the splendid rassment of class recitations.
n
2 WEST
ENTISAI, U K.
it
has atlained is due, to a dents of all ages and grades may enMi t ess
ureat extent, to the able management roll in this department with the
that they will get personal
..i it s president. Mr. J. I. (ioodell.
ALHUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
Those who wish to learn
Associated with Mr. fioodel! at this 'attention.
time are Mr. I.. A. May. the secretary to read and write English, or prepare
A
i'.ienship examinations may alrt for
RKJIIT IN' TIIK 1IK.M1T OK THE UKST lUSl.XKSS DISTRICT
and manager: Mr. K. I.. Hoiking,
so enroll.
,
and
auditor
penaceoimtant,
ATTRACTIVE, CI. KAN ROOMS, AND HOME LIKE LOBBY
courseOn account of the
man principal nt the lmine.-- s departMr. V M. l'rantz, principal rs and superior instruction given, the
11
ment;
PRICES
DOWN
TO
Ol
RATES AUK
A
ni the .stenographic department, and college has calls for accountants, stenand clerks
secretaries
of
Miss
has
who
Vera
ographers,
Kirch
charge
TriiiiM-i.'iiRat. s, $1.00 ami $ 1 0 per day
the office appliance, office practice throughout the southwest, and
in New Mexico and Arizona.
and typewriting department.
A
good rooms al from $3.00 to $" 00 pr-- week
With the splendid and varied line
In iyt, Mr. Goodell, seeing the need
e
s
com- 'of courses offered by the Albuquer-'iiand possibilities of a
liusiness College in day and night
mercial training school, purchased the
YOC WILL EXJOV VOl K STAY HERE
sessions there is no reason why any
A
Susiiics
college for a
llmiiienpie
T nominal fee, and at once set about young man or woman, or middle-ageto build up a business college of which man or woman should go without an
The Hotel Where You Are Treated As An Individual
th.' people of New Mexico and the education.
This is an institution of which the
entire southwest might well be proud,
and in this he has been successful. people of Albuquerque and New MexNot Just A Number
From a small school, scantily fui ico in general should be justty proud
in one
with all departments
a typewriter
mall room an
Biology is becoming more interequipment of two machines, ho has built esting all the time. We learn new
in
a
school of splendid proportions
words every day and find out about
and liih standing educational-h- . lots of animals we never even imagschool
ha
and
The
The study of the cat
grown
grow,: ined existed.
until at tin- pre.ent time it occupies is to be taken up soon, and we are
th- - thin!
floor of the Korber build-i'u- . sure everyone will find It an interdivided into six departments and esting subject.
r. eitaton rooms.
The A. II C. has
ha! hiv.li aims in commercial train-ic- i
and instead of ottering cheat),
courses has
TO TIIK
short "get
s of
co'ir-higher standard, anil
ii
!i
w
mean
!;,success to every
"O I, I) KK LI
student that completes them. Two of
the latest of these courses to he ad
KSTAHI ISIIKIl 1MH;
did are th" Pace ,t Pace Standardi"H'lrloom"
in Higher Accountancy
zed (inn-sThe Celebrated
and tile P.tirr null I! inking. I.rd'jcr-I'ostinSilver
"Gruen" Watches
Machine
and ( alculating
t'oitrsf, thus aiming at the higher
That Wears
also
Mines of practical accounting and th
e
A
In.ost modern ami
jnethods
Elglu
:of Machine P.ookkeeping, which sys-t- i
also
in
In
Waltham
installed
an'its
tug r.itudly
RELIABLE
banks and lcad'iig business
"Community"
Hamilton
WATCHMAKERS 5 JEWCLERJ
aH over the country. The latest
107 W CENTRAL
Avr
847 Rogers and
addition is tlie installation of the 20th
and
ing, for
ntnry S,ntetn ,,f P, i,.kk
Gorham
'.
which the A. 11
Howards
depo ntoiy and
a ate distributor.
is divided
into the i'ol- The se
is
m
which
lo'.'. ii'g
deiiartt.ien;
Send Us Your Repair Work
tanuht by specialists the Twentieth
Century System of Ilookkec ping ; the
accountancy course, Pace and Paco
We are Just as anxious to please out of town customers as those
Higher Accountancy. The stenogwho have the advantage of visiting our store In person
raphic department , in which instruction is given in both Gregg and fit
The
man systems of shorthand.
typewriting department, in which 4
and Remington
Royal
I'nderwood,
typewriters are used. The secretarial
and office appliance department in
which students are taught to use and
operate various machines and devic1)0 YOU KNOW THAT THE
es, such as the multigraph, miineo-L'rapcheck writer, automatic numbering machines verticle and card index- filing systems, etc.
Telegraph
room equipped with senders, sounders, receivers, railroad block signals,,
etc. Salesmanship and
advertising
course.
In the first nf last March Mr. Good-el- l
who was in poor health from con- tiuued work and exertion, sold a half
interest in the school to Mr. L. A.'
May, who for 20 years was principal
ot the shorthand department, and associate proprietor of the Butte, Mon-j- e
alter
tana, Business college.
the sale was consummated Mr. Good- SIX SECRETARIES CONDUCTING
ell left for the east for an operation oe
lives
and Mr. May was put in active man
of the school.
lagement
A
1. A Travelers' Aid at the Station.
iiimihpr r( vcirt airis flu. 41bit
TO
CUSTOMERS
Anrxi.A
Wf.lVs. WUW..Vs U.S.
IjUOUI. .FU.SHIVSS Pllrr.
We
make
a
it
"The
School
for
Speto live our
slogan.
point
Special
f
for
2. Hospitality
transient girls.
mail order customers the tame care,
y
jcialists," this was because in its
ful
it employs none but specialists.
aerrlce they would receive if here
3. A Free Employment and Room Registry Bureau
la our itore In perton.
is in J
The business department
a mail-ordWhen
E.
L.
of
Prof.
it received, we
Hoskins, for
charge
take the Phonograph ordered from
4. A Club, Recreation, and Gym Center.
yean an associate of Mr. May's in
our stock, unpack It and test It to
(Montana. He is an expert accountant X
see that it Is in perfect order, then
and auditor, makes .1 specialty ol i
5. A Cafeteria.
repack and ship It.
higher accounting, opening and clos-in- g
books, making financial state- -' J
Terms Can Be Arranged
6. A Hotel for Women.
Intents, etc. Very frequently he goes J
Write For Catalogues
right with his students into new posi-- j
tions, assists them in opening the'
books, getting out a statement and X
That 670 women are affiliated with the various
getting a proper system installed.
f
The stenographic department is in ol
activities
N.
M.
Prof.
who,1
of
Frantz,
charge
for a number of years was the prin- of
shorthand
the
department
cipal
That service is rendered 1,000 people daily?
of the Taylor School of Philadelphia
Mr. May has the management of,
the school and also handles classes;
in both Gregg and Pitman shorthand,
WHAT ARE YOU DOING TO HELP THIS WrORK
.issists in the bookkeeping and secre-- j
'uPi'lii'iriiiiim
tarial work.
J
ill
IF M
Miss Vera Kiech is assistant to Mr.
M.
N.
has
of
i
and
the
tyrte-I'tantz
charge
Y. W. C. A., 120 N. 2nd St.
Albuquerque,
ill? 'h iliii'i
.,
writing office appliances, and office! J
work.
practice
All these departments are conduct- rd in both day and night classes
and on account of the individual and,
LBUQUERQUE BUSINESS
COLLEGE TO HAVE
FALL TERM OPENING

THE BRONX HOTEL
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THE SCHOOL OF BEST RESULTS IT'S DIFFERENT

ex-pr-

qualifications and enlarge your
thorough Business, Stenographic or Secretarial Course in this
school is a Worth While course and one that every young man
g
asset. You can
and woman should take. It would be a
take a course by mail if you can't enroll personally.
Course in Pace & Pace Standardized Higher Accounting would
put the finishing touch on your education. Class just starting.
Our Winter Term will start January third, but our work is arranged
so students may enter any time.
Personal and Private Instruction will insure success.
Mention the STATE RECORD
Write fm-- catalog
?
Why Not Become an A. B. C. Graduate and Get on the

high-cla-

I'KK-WA-
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Banking and Calculating Machine Course would add to your

i.-,

pay-chec-

k.

life-lon-

Pay-Roil-

E. L. Hosking, Principal.

L. A. May, Manager

Then Come

Try Them All

The Capital Stock Of a Bank

c

ABLE"

IS THE FINAL TEST OF ITS ABILITY TO INSURE ABSOLUTE SAFETY TO

g

ITS DEPOSITORS

!

&

3

Life-Tim-

con-ii't-'- s

1

I

i

The combined capital and surplus of these strong banks, is the guaranty of complete
iA
M&lf IIS
security for funds entrusted to their care.

,

,
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The First National Bank
OF ALBUQUERQUE

The First Savings Bank and Trust Company
STRONGEST IX THE SOUTHWEST

ALBUQUERQUE

Y. W. C. A. HAS

T

Keep The Sun Shining On Sunny Crest

i

Chase Mr. Gloom so far away he simply
By having the best music in your homes.
can't get back. Try to bring more sunsh ine and happiness into your hearts and into
the
of those with whom you mingle.
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NEW SOLES

BRUNSWICK

I

11:1

Will Do It

t

T

T
yT

THE I'LTONA: The new Reproducer, which by a
mere turn ot the band, enablea the owner of a BRUNSWICK to play any make of record to perfection. Equipped with permanent diamon point and aaparate mounting for sapphire ball and steel or fibre needles, making
It unnecessary to change reproducers or use other make,
shift arrangements.
THE TONE AMPLIFIER (sometimes called the
horn) Is made of mountain spruce, the same as a rlolln.
It is oval In shape, approximating the form of the
human throat and mouth, and the muaie flows out In
full, rich, and perfect tones. There Is no metallic sound
In BRl'NSWICK music, as no metal is used In the con.
structlon of the Tone Amplifier.
THE TONE MODIFIER, by which one can make

the music as loud or as soft as desired.
THE BALANCE TOP the top that nerer fails..
All models listed In this advertisement are completely equipped with all of the New Bruswick Features.

T

tf

onr modern machines well repair it
o H will bo fit to wear anywhere in any company.

We also carry the famous Allen Army Shoes, for men and boys. The
hard usage.
very most in wearing quality and comfort for every-da- y

rTf

Mens $5.00
Boys $4.35
We pay very careful attention to instructions accompanying mail orders and return them at earliest possible moment.
ONE QUALITY, ONE PRICE, AND THE WORK GUARANTEED

PRICES

ALLEN'S SHOE SHOP
303 WEST CENTRAL AVE.

ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.

T
eT
!
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We handle everything In the Musical Line from
a Violin String to a Pipe Organ.
MODEL 200
Mahogany or Oak Cabinet
All New Brunswick Featares
PRICE SI 10.00

T
T

NEW BRUNSWICK FEATURES

BUSH AND LANE PIANOS

ON YOUR OLD SHOES

give them aa added lease of life and save jrou tk high
cost of a new pair for considerable time.
Bring or
end
your old footwear that i now only good
With
month to wear about the house.

JT

T
T

VICTOR PLAYERS
will

tTT
t
t
T

er

lSjf

if

?T
?T

We hare all the latest hits la sheet music, play- er rolls and records. Century Edition la sheet musie
at fifteen cents a copy.
MAIL ORDERS GIVEX PROMPT ATTENTION. WRITK FOR CATALOGUES

J

J

MODEL 105
Has All Latest Brunswick

Featnrei
Plays All Records
Including $3.00 worth of record
PRICE $70.00

OTHER MODELS
Model 207 Mahogany or in Famed
or Golden Oak Cabinets

PRICE

$18S.OO

Including $10.00 worth of records
Model 210 Mahogany, Fumed or
Golden Oak Cabinets
Equipped With Record Albums
PRICE S16O.0O
Including $10.00 worth of record
Model 212 Mahogany or Oak
Equipped with Double Mica LTtona
and Record Album

PRICE $210.00
Including $10.00 worth of record
Model 217 Mahogany or Oak
Plays 14 records with one winding
Double Mica I'tlona and Record
Albums

PRICE $275.00
tarlndlng $23.90 worth of record

Including $10.00 worth of records

Albuquerque

T

Store

M US1C

T
T
T

t
tTT
t
ft
ft
ft
i

311 West Central Ave.
Phone 778
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.
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Moriarty Has Much to Offer Homeseekers and New Settlers
v

-

GROWING

l"

'

HARVESTING

AND

the wagon at once, as

A

NEW MEXICO PINTO
BEAN CROP
BY MRS. NORA ST. CLAIR.

-

MORIARTY,
We first prepare our land, cither
by bedding it with a lister or flat- breaking it. Some prefer one nieth- ud and some the other. We usual- iy harrow the ground in the same di- rcction lit which it was plowed, and
then cross harrow it. It is then ready
to plant. The best time to plant is
along between the first and 25th of
sometimes we plant
May. although
as late as the first part of June,
This year I finished my plantiig in
ihe first day of June, and the last
be;:ns I planted proved to be ihe best,
Now as to the method of plar.iing:
We use either a lister planter or i
two-roBoston Bean Planter. Per- fon;;lIy, I prefer not to have my beans
listed in at all. T fake a cultivator
nt.o remove all the plows hut two and
make these stationary just as rar a
of a t.vo- P'rt as the planter-boxe- s
row Boston Bean Planter, and run
that ahead of the planter. The beans
then get a fair start and ae l ot
overcome by weeds.
It is soon time for cultivation trd
the main thing to remember is 'o
keep the weeds out of the ground
and the soil well stired up and loose,
careful however not to stir it
too deep. All kinds of cultiators ar?
Ro!-tistd. I have a new two-roIsland Cultivator and a single-rosurface cultivator and we ran .vnrk
twenty acres a day with the two of
theili. We usually go over the fields

NEW

in case the
shocks are broken up in loading, the
be
from
are
shaken
htans
likely to
the pods and scatter and waste. When
!ti
itirn i trailer! it ic Hrieti tit
the place where the beans are to be
stacked and the man on the load
than throws the beans off onto the
Mack, which is being built up by one
cit the
men.
After the bean, are all stacked,
should
:aik as sovn
as
for a thn sbing outfit to
to the farm. While awaiti'i,-the arrival of the outfit, lean sacks
iiiuM he purchased, if n.it already on
Iwm!. e.tra lielp arrafftvil for, and
laid in to Itcl ti e tnre--hi ncti
mere is noining
cr.w.
fi.rthe, to do until tin- threshing outfit arrives.
V l eu the :h.-- shiiii; is fini.hed a:r:
reclentted
Ihe hi.'ins are
all cracked l.ef-- s silted out. her.are two lleau Warehouses in Moriar- ly :nd each have Kccleaners, but
both wire kept more than busy this
past Tall, taking care of the big bean
crop raised in this vicinity Isat Siim- h--

pos-iul- e

MEXICO.

;

trficc, and sometime s three timei, Mil
inn the season with the rul:i mm,
a id
at lea-- t once with hoe-,- , s
le Ve'-- t
lieatis, like other crops, 1)1
free from weeds n order to d
a!-- n

u- -t

bt st.

hen the beans mature, the vines
and puis will turn yellow ,,'vl then
tiiey re ready to cut. and rini-- t be
cut without delay, or thev will soon
get too ripe and scatter out and
waste.
I use a two-rocutter, clipping the
vines itist below the surface of the
ground. Men with long handled four- prong forks follow the cutter and pile
or shock the beans. They pile eithtr
four or six rows of beans in one row
i f
shocks. I find that with a nnn.t
yield, tour rows to each shock-rois about right.
It takes four good
men to keen up with a two-rocut- ter.
After the beans are shocked, they
are left for a few days to dry b"- fore being hauled in and stacked. The
beans are hauled in wagons equip- ped with big bean frames which ex- tend out over the wheels, making it
loads, as
possible to haul
of course the beans are light, con- sidering their bulk. Two men pitch
the beans onto the wagon, one on
inrh side, the shocks .having been
made so that l. man can stick h'S
fork tight down in the center of A
shock and lift the whole shock on o
W

good-size-

d

I

i

-

mi r.

.'iter

the beans are recleancj thev
;.re again sacked and are then ready
i be net on the market at anv time
the owner may see lit. l usually
bold mine a while, but occasionally
the price goes down instead of .id- valuing, so there is an element of
risk in holding them for a bet'er
price, and each farmer must use his
about holding
own best judgment
them. Kveryone is free however tr
do as they please in the matter, as
in t vcrythincr else in New Mexico,
I he grower may sell his beans
net to Fastern buyers through their
local representatives, or he can mark
ei them through the Bean Growers
Association as he piefcrs.
I

The great business of life is to be,
to do, and to do without.

MORIARTY

the students.
.
H. Spillers, Principal)
(By
Our I3a,kct Ball teams both boys
We have a new school building of
nfevr-a nimilwr if
,,,rK
Jur J"1"5 "'
auunui mm. iuc games.
he hoys have played four
out
the
already
KaIllcSi om. cf willci, wa, wjth Es- (jrown
"tiiKiing space nowecr, ana tne coun- - tnncia,- - and have won every time.
movschool
was
house
therefore
try
are hack of the teach- ed into town to care for the over- - ,.rs a,ipatrons
i,ave ()r!aiiized a Parent- I
ov, hut still we are crowded and Teachers Association that they may
there is already talk of adding more ro,,penite in
l;ery way possible to
rooms to the present building.
make the school a success.
We have six very efficient teach- ers, three oi whom teach m the first QUESTS FEET, AT HOME
My grades and three handling Junior
T COTTAGE HOTEL
lli'jh and High School work.
he students
are otfered good
Moriarty is a tmi.ll town but the
courses,
.including I.ngh'sh, Ma them- - tra . ling nan or tourist !.o chances
.
Gin,,,
.',;,,
.'Spanish,
Physics,
History,
himself there for over night
cral Science, Vocal Music, ami Draw- have no occasion to feel regret
at his ivaliility to move en to a larger
W"e expect to enroll
75 students place In hire morning.
before this term is over. 52 students
Moriartv has but one hostelry the
Hotel hut the proprietor
have already been enrolled in Junior Cottage
t'oes not take advantage of that fact
High and High School classes.
Students are able to perform al- - to foster upon his guests the intoler- most all standard experiments in the ably poor accomodations so often
hotels.
sciences and are doing a quality of loiind m some cr
Instead he will find that every room
work in all courses that will be ac- is
in
Hotel
the
in
the
by any advanced school
Cottage
scrupulously
opnd
State which they may later wish to clean, with a good comfortable bed,
enter.
supplied with fresh
I he
he meals are well cooked and
lunior High and High School linen.
students are organized into a Stud- - palatable and the portions suificie:u
to satisfy the hunger even of the
cut Council
Two literary societies have been or- just in from a long hard ride
ganiyed and are doing excellent work, in the open air.
The proprietor, Mr. J. F, Tilleiy,
Kach class is organized and all
is a man of genial good nature who
show a fine class spirit.
The School Spirit as well as the does all in his power to make his
work is kept up by Athletics, guests feel at home and to add in
Athletics are now being emphasized every way possible to their conifoit
as never before in this Community, while they are sojourning with him
Some students who would not oth- Traveling men frequently make ;t
wise go to school, go that they may
point to arrange their schedules
plav on the teams Put these same as io spena me nignt at tnc cot- students must do good work in their tKe Hotel, and the F.astcrn man who
studies in order to play, for if they comes to investigate the possibilities
do not, thev are required to make f"r farming or business in this part
up their work while the others are r" the Valley can plan to make his
at the Cottage Hotel,
headquarters
PC made
snrcd that his stay
pleasant and profitable

l'h'l "s

-
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BE OF THE MOST VALUE

10

YOU

SHOULD

MORIARTY CASH STORE
DOES THRIVING BUSINESS

BE WITH

Louie (). Thornell. the pro- of the Moriarty Cash Store
came to the Fstancia Valley seven
years ago. At first Mr. Thornell en- gaged in farming, but being a man
oi euncaiion and training as pressed
into service at one of the local Val- ley schools, where he taught com- for a couple of years.
last spring however he be- convinced that Moriarty held
lor him a real opportunity in a btisi- niss way, and in March he purchased
trom U. K. Night the Imsiness then
known as the "Moriarty Cash C.ro- ry.
.m r.
i tiorneii
soon
enlarged the
cope of the business however by
in
a
of
line
putting
general meridian- iise in addition to the grocery stock,
linn changed the name of the liusi- to the "Moriarty Cash Store."
In the
time months that Mr.
Thornell has had the business he has
m. t with a well merited success, his
business having shown a steady and
healthy growth. He states that he
bases his success largely on the fact
that he makes it a point to see lo
it that every customer who trades at
his Store shall be a "satisfied customer."
Courteous treatment at ail
times helps a lot in building up a
pirmaiiuit business, be says.
Mr.
Thornell is an i
booster and a strong believer in the
future of the Kstatn ia Valley .
Mr.

priitor

YOUR HOME BANK

-

IT IS NOT ONLY MUCH MORE CONVENIENT TO DO YOUR BANKING AT HOME THAN BY MAIL, BUT IT ENABLES YOU TO CULTIVATE A MORE INTIMATE PERSONAL
WITH
ACQUAINTANCE
YOUR BANKER. THIS MAY MEAN EVERYTHING TO YOU WHEN
THE TIME COMES WHEN YOU NEED HIS EXPERT ADVICE OR
ASSISTANCE.
YET SMALL
THIS BANK IS LARGE ENOUGH TO SERVE YOU
ENOUGH TO KNOW YOU PERSONALLY.
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YOUR CHECKING

WILL
AND

BE

ACCOUNT

APPRECIATED

CAREFULLY

GUARDED.

5

AND SAFETY

IS WHAT WE HAVE TO

OFFER

YOU

FOR YOUR SAVINGS ACCOUNT.

THE FARMER'S STATE BANK
MORIARTY,
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NEW MEXICO

F. W. Whitenack, Cashier.
Toney Gomex, Preiident.
F.
DIRECTORS!
W.
WhitenHck, C. B. Stmn, Geo. N. Meluburfer,
Toney Gomez,
M. L. Whitenack:

The Greatest Asset
m Amy Business

nthu-iasti-

BIG BEAN CROP IN
VICINITY OF MORIARTY

State Bank are doing everything in
their power to make the institution
a leading factor in the betterment of
the community and to render the lit- most possible service to its customers,
Its cashier, Mr. I". V. W'hitenaek. is
a man of energy and ability, and is
keenly alert to the possibilities in the
Northern end of the Valley. He is
at present laying particular stress on
the advantages and advisability of do- home- ing one's banking with the
town hank. He tries in so far as
possible to keep in personal touch
with each one of the batik's custom- ers and thus be in a position to be of
ureater service to them.
Among other things, The Farmers
State Bank has acted as selling
nt
for many of its customers in the
marketing of their hean crops, which
it handles for them on the small
commission of ten cents per hundred
pounds.
The Famers State Bank is at
cut renting its banking rooms, but
has recently purchased a building site
of its own, upon which it is enntem- plating the erection of a new hank
building next Spring.
pros-scho-

T

PLEASES

N. Y

RULE D1S
COMMUTERS

pounds per acre, and the average
price received for beans this Fall hav- ing been $.!80 per hundred pounds,
many of the growers who sold their
beans early having netted $4.00 per
hundred. This is many rases meant
better than $5li.O0 an acre from just
such lard as can still he purchased
at prices ranging from ten to thirty
dollars an acre, depending upon loca- -

timi.

THE RAG CARPET
(By Dr. William

K.

Barton)

moiner niaue a lag carpet, ine
wertJ saved lor scetai years, and
r:'
included scraps from all the garments
al1
children. J hey were
sorted, cut in proper width, and
K'ven to us children to sew, end to
end.
There were three kinds, black, white
So far as I recall,
and
the
necr hit or was expected to do so. It was made of
scraps of calico garments. What has
become of calico?
remember that the girls never had
much faith in the sewing done by the
boy. They accused us of rolling our
halls loosely to make them seem larg- er
'''' we sewed, mother read aloud
to
She read the novels of Val
ter Scott and other literature of the
period.
Then came a day for dyeing rags.
A neighbor woman who had skill in
t,1;it ork came to help mother. There
,lu're was blue and there
";is r'"'
";,s Rrren. Then they took some of
''""1 dipped in the green, and
'
ca'" out yellow. It was a won- drous process
li en all the
rags were gathered up
and sent to a weaver, and we waited
an eternity for the carpet to come
baik. Then it was measured, cut anil
fitted to the "front room" with nice,
clean straw tinder it, that crunched
under the feet for weeks, and we bad
'lean our feet unusually well he- lore stepping on it.
F ery woman in the neighborhood
knew all about that carpet while it
"as
"c making and came in to see
u am r u was nowii iinn rninnti inni
on it. It was a proud day for mother
and for all of us.
What a bond of family interest that
earpet was! It was an outward and
visible sign of the unity of home life
it was almost sacramental in its in-

wa-.il-

From New York City conies the
t
report that the new
rule ot the .New t ork Central
road has put a stop to the old prac
tice ot transleruig or selling com
mutation tickets to suburbanites. But
the rotnmnt, r didn't like the idea
and they groaned as the cameras
clicked.
were unavailing,
Their protests
however, for the railroad decreed
that no more commutation tickets
would be issued after October 1. tin- less a photograph of the holder was
attached to the ticket. The rush to
have pictures taken was so great
in(? the last week of grace that
most every station along the
road's lines was converted into an
emereencv nhototrraoh eallerv.
All available photographers
were
rounded nn and nosted at stations.
thus giving the commuter an oppor-e- t
Imiitv of heimr "muarrcd" while wait- for his train to carry him to work
in the cite
After the first rush, these photo
graphers no longer said, ' look pleas
an please.' The commuters said it
An observing train
was impossible.
conductor remarked that it was ruri
ous that many of the photograph
fluence.
frs showed scowling countenances,
That
you have in your home,
madanie you bought at an art store.
Von do not know anything about
GOT HIM GUESSING
rag carpets.
Tin- rag larint which mother made
"Say, pa."
not simply a floor roverinc: it
was
son?"
"Well, my
"I took a walk thru the cemetery was an expression of something which
today and I read the inscriptions on I should greatly lilse to see more of
in the American honn
mutual effort
he "tombstones."
and family inlere-- t in a common ta-"Well, what about it?"
and common eipovtnent of the achiev
"Where are all the w icked
meut.
rail-on-

it-

I"

rail-ca-

ig

rag-ru-

PERHAPS YOUR PAST EXPERIENCES AT SUCH HOTELS HAVE
BEEN UNPLEASANT
HOWEVER THAT MAY BE, YOU NEED NOT HESITATE AT A STOP-

?f

t

OVER IN MORIARTY

THE COTTAGE HOTEL extends to you a Cordial Welcome, and guarantees
you a Clean Bed and a Square Meal of Wholesome Appetizing, Home Cooked
Food.
Commercial Men and Tourists Will Not Regret Their Stay Here

GOOD WILL IS CREATED BY COURTESY AND CORRECT PRICES.

The Cottage Hotel

WE ARE AS COURTEOUS AS WE KNOW HOW TO BE AND OUR PRICES ARE
AS LOW AS SOUND BUSINESS WILL PERMIT.

J. F. TILLERY, Proprietor

YOU WILL FIND IT ALWAYS TO YOUR INTEREST TO KNOW OUR PRICE

In
nn,

BANK

Are You Sometimes Afraid To Stop Over At the Small Town Hotel.

??
?

BEFORE YOU BUY.

HAS
PROSPEROUS

The total receipts from the Pinto
Although Moriarty is one of the
m:iller of the Kslanria Valb-lnuns Hean (rem ill the territnrv trihntarw
it now lias a progressive and pros- - to the town ot Aloriartv this year
perous little bank. The Tanners will probably exceed $125,000.X). Part
State Hank of Moriarty was organ- - of this crop lias not yet
ized on October 7, l'J-'- O, with a capital however, and is still held in storage
of $25,000.00 and a surplus of $2,500. in the .Moriarty warehouses.
In many instances this year, land
At the present writing, less than three
months over a year since its organi- - about Moriarty produced better than
zatiou, this bank has total resources a thousand pounds to the acre in
of over $130,000.(10, and is steadily forg- - some cases as high as 1,400 pounds
iiiR ahead in its banking business.
per acre. The average yield for this
The men in charge of the Moriarty section was around seven hundred

1

Your Banking Connections

UBThrifty

playing each day. This encourages MORIARTY
a good quality of school work among

PUBLIC SCHOOLS

NEW MEXICO

MORIARTY

v
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Buy an Estancia Valley Bean Farm
Or a Cattle Ranch

lis

f

Louie O. Thornell, Proprietor

wm
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"Trading with us takes the risk out of buying"
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have listed for sale a number of fine tracts of land suitable for Bean
owners. Unimproved land with good
Farms, mostly the property of
rich soil suitable for beans for from $8.00 to $15.00 per acre.
I

non-reside-

nt

Bean Farms at reasonable prices.
Fine Cattle Ranches in the rolling country east of the Estancia Valley
for sale or trade.
Also several

well-improv-

ed

Business and Residential Lots in Moriarty
CAREFUL ATTENTION TO MAIL INQUIRIES

Nora St. Clair
Real Estate and Leases

Moriarty, New Mexico

IN THE VICINITY

XOTICE FOR Pl'BLICATIOBI
FIFTEEN SOLID TRAIN.
claim to ths land above described, ba- to mikt final oroof. to establish claim
KOTICB rOB Pl'BLICATIOBT
th
at Stealer.
"
described, befora U.
LOADS OF AUTOMOBILES
Department of the Interior, V. 8. Land 'ore V. 8. Commissioner,
of the
Land to
N.
oa
Fa
MOffice
MarfS
Co.,
the
of
S.anta
at
oilciat
N.
Santa
DecernM,
(rd day
Fe.
Banti Fa. Maw - -. D.c. 8. Commissioner, orat Espanola, N. M..
BOUND FOR THE WEST
Her 2, 1921.
on tB IllBj aaJP
izz.
17 12L
jreoruary.
im.
ember
January,
.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Claimant names as
Nutice is herchv riven
witnesses:
xj.i of . i v. New
Claudia Jackson, James Turner. P. Garcia,
Amaranta Garcia. Vanceslao Oareta,
Fe. N. If.,
Pan Francisco, Cal., Dec. 28, 1921. 8. Kaune.28. of Santamad;
Huddleston and W. H. Henley, all on August T? llf,' mad, Ho.sTeVd
an; Antonio J. Gar- Desert
1.08,
"u?.'11 H.rr.ra
The second transcontinental shipment August
Act March 4. 1915,
Chamita. N. M.
Bencona, KT.M M.
02727
tor SWUNwi c'
A.
BERGERE.
of a trainload of automobiles from SWS, Sec. 26. and NliNwti. "acUol
.BERGERE,
nwZ'swS'
8NE$i
Register.
Registar.
1
Sec
Bec
and
Dec- - l- - I921- N..
N. rl"t Pub- - Dec- Township
BY MRS. NORA ST. CLAIR.
New York to the Pacific Coast by 35,
Hi. 11 of rlrst PubPub- - JLast Pub. Jan. 18. 1922.
M. P. Meridfan. ha.' filed no'ic. of
onMltp
ha? "filed
notica
the Durant Motor Company of New tention to make final proof, to astab- Intention to make three year proof.
claim to the land above described,
KOTICB FOB PIBLICATIO
to establish claim to the land above
The I'into Lean is our big money came to this part of the valley i York, following its announcement of l.h
U. S. Commissioner at Santa
Reaaalleatlea
before
the Register
Re.
a
....
contract for fifteen trainloarls of Fe, Santa Fe
i
KOTICE FOB PUBLICATION
rf lr n
r..,, ...... hi
t,:....
N. Max, on the Department of the Interior. U. 8. Land
nm..,nil i. . .i i.ini hilt n
ei"r, u. 8 ISd Office
r I. iiiiiik man ni... .m. .,....
County,
at 8 "ta Fe
be
cars
to
sent to California 17th day of January, 1922.
Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico
rai.se main other things, such asi'liill.
with
Mexico, on the rd' day of Feb
him, his P"rant
HebruuBht
Claimant names as witnesses:
Department of the Interior, TJ. "-S. Land
December 17. 1921.
on its way westward and li routed
ruaTy
1,1
uhrat, oats, millet, cane, corn, and mother ami some fittv dollars i
A. A. Avery, M. A. Gregory, Juan
- D,c
Notice is hereby rlvea that Antaala
clii'manV names as witnesses:
?"? V
So,,t',f
s.dan Krass. We also out nood crops cash, and like Mr. Mosley. took up V
f'"SVt
''"j,
fi nejlby given that Anton.,
'wTo.
I
El
N,c:
'Kh
ra4e,wHM.c.8tePh""Lamy""Paso,
Sn'gust'
-.
of Cran.ma urass, a natural grass!., hundred and sixty acres of his
"".
sTn'doof
"'"'K. Tucson,
uma, Coltmi ,.os
that makes , ine hav for stock
B""Ur- In I ncle Sam s free land.
Today M r.
Pub
F.rs,
Fresno.
Stockton
.
No. 036533. for WUSWtt. 8EV.8WK
1.11
well
fact either as hav or standinti-fce.
acres of
owns
improved
11 x,..
. 1922.
ua.sl
n.,
Jan.
cull.
Awwaamp
ii
Section 22. Township UN,
N. M.P. Meridlin.
noUce of Flr.t Pub
8W8EJ4.
the Gramma pra'ss has prove,! its, land. This past Summer, Mr, Hill ,to Oakland and San Francisco
.
,
.
o
n
t
nun
vmmr
I
IntAAtlnn in male
Range 10 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has
t
nrnnf
T.a.l V..K I
.
value as feed for both horses and rented to two men, 040 acres of land. . Faeli of he 15 trainloads will
..- - I..1 K... j
filed notice of Intention to make three
VOTIf'R fflH PI Dl.iriTinv
..i.KUk
V,ast 39, carloads, carrymu
These two renters put about 20) acres 'J'.' "
NOTICE FOB PIBLICATIOJf
of the Interior. V. 8. Land crlbed, before U. S. Commissioner, at
rooi.
Iffd,B k0.1?' '& U
automobiles with a shipping weight Department Santa
F Co New Mexico. Department of th. Interior. U. 8. Land c"mm.."nr.de:tCr'8Udnl.yN.
But to return to ou r star crop 'of this land into beans and Mr. Hill s
FBanU
Fe. N. M, D.c.mba,
.a
,.
lonsi connection with this
l iiOO.OO.
dim
.h.-,N
the l'mto Mean.
cfaVm.nl "nVme,
.1,:.,..
He!l
Ntic9.-1Fanners
D'C'mb"
in the ,
tS
Sf'fSl?
Arvln N.
g.v.nN. that
contract, the Durant Motors set a Chllders, ofher.b,
Lu
Hervicinity of Monarty raise from 500 also farmed some of his land him-- ncw
Pedro
M
,
Nartlnes,
Marlines,
who. oa ,
Rencona.
is
r,!f. i!ik.
that Juan
two weeks ago when the
r,
LUJ"" A?
to 1,400 pounds to the acre, and those self. He has now taken his family
rVsall0' .Y'&itor:
SSL''
""o? lmy. New Mexico.
BmaU Holding Claim. No. New Mexico.
farmers who sold their beans on the to California to spend the Winter company sn.ppen ine nrsi soi.rt train- mad,
13
11 E.. N. M. p M.r- M BERGERE, Register.
N.,
A.
ship
1
Range
enfor
in
Tract
man
11.
ever
M.
Section
ui
A.
BERGERE.
routed
rtucuiiicjiiiics
Registar.
early market this year netted $4 00 and have a good time. If you have
has filed notice of intention to First Pub. Dec. 23. 1921.
Township 22 N., Range T E N. M. P First Pub Jan?- 9 1921.
across the continent. This Idian.
a hundred F. O. B.
make three year proof, to establish Last Pub. Jan. 18. 1922.
1922.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention Last Pub.
Moriarty, which, 'the grit that Joe had, the same chance tirely
shipment has just arrived at Oaktake it year in and year out, is a for success awaits you here today
Cal., where Durant Motors is
e land,
fair average price, and means an )n- - On the I.anning farm, which I
Cif
!,
...I
frnm tTlllO
wfic ll ore shin building a manufacturing plant to be
C. Cm
t
ft
acre, not counting" the value" as stock wheat and oats, I found that the Producing ears for the Pacific Coast
w.min live rrontnj.
and hoir feed of the wast
,.l,-,.wire mak nv fortv bushes tc ewnury
The
shipment now traveling west-bulls, cracked beans, etc.
This on .the acre, while the wheat was
that can still be bought at ning sixteen bushels. Have also ward is from the Company's I.orvj
Island
plant and will have travelled
prices ranging from J10.00 to $.55 00 known of some wheat in this vicinity
i
when it
...lii.-l- .
r
111'r arm
lilirll 9 s twntv- - approximately 3300 miles
In ion. ...
Lie rani
i lie train is
and location.
to the acre. The coin readies us restination.
twn l.nsh.-lI
really believe that we have the crop has also been good here this made up of 32 cars.
lim t land to be fuund at a low
price 'year and corn is selling at 'JO cent! HAYWARD AGENCY OPERATED
anywhere in the Southwest. Where iper hundred pounds in the shuck.
Ne can you find land on which it
BY SUCCESSFUL WOMEN
My own experience lure has been
is possible to make an income
a climb to success, against big odds
equal,
On January 1st, 1918, what was
to double the value of your land (he land with little to start on, but I am
w ry fir-- t year. I know of anv mini-- 1 well satisfied with the results. I came known as Tile Joseph B. Hay ward
bcr of farms near Moriarty that have 'to Moriartv in the Spring of 1915 Agency of Santa Fe, New Mexico was
done that and there are still nlcntv w ith $lKI).(ii and f.:0 chickens and purchased bv Miss Avery and Miss
of like oiiportunitii s awaltinc the mail took mi a homestead.
with the idea of carrying
I soon found Howman,
I
work' along with the same de
mh;,ii means who will com., hir,- that the change of climate had
an. take ;idw.ntage of tin in.
suffered alurec of efficiency and carefulness
fectcd my poultry and
A few examples, with actual
fiju s heav loss as a result, but chickens which had marked the efforts of their
to production, profits,
(
hev become 'predecessor.
Having only a limited
tc
inav really do well here. af"
prove of interest
acclimated.
experience in the Insurance and Real
On lfi2 acres of the tieorge Mos-I
have- also been somewhat hamli-le- v hstate business, little was said about
farm were rai-- i d this year, 121.- - 'capped since coming here due to the the change in management and own800 pounds of Pinto Means. Another fact that on three occasions I have ership as we wished to prove our ab
ighteen acres of the Mosley farm suffered injuries from accidents wh'di ility m making the business a sue
produced between twelve ami fifteen in each case made it necessary for cess.
oxr fire insurance policy guarantees indemnity forlosa of property specified. Before loss occur It U
We are glad to announce, that, due
tons of sheaf oats, while twenty two me to be confined to the house for
seemingly of little importance, but after lost it become a document of great value.
acres of newly broke nlancl which was jail extended period, and right at the to the loyal support and
Our companies
are all strong reliable stock companies.
Their resources are your protection.
planted verv late in the se ason, with busie st time of the year. On earn oi ine menus oi tms ."gencv, our
iberian Millet, ni'tted better than 'of the se three occasions I have had business has more than doubled
six tons to the acre. Four acres of! reason to he thankful for the true within three years. Among our asComplete coverage Includes, Fire,- - Theft. Collision. Property Damage and Public Liability.
sets we like to count the only one
Sorghum Cane cut twelve tons
le friendship of mv many
cut it with a row binder and the neiuhbors. who came to mv rescue by money cannot buy, the flood Will of
Indemnifies the assured against loss resulting from the accidental breakage of plate glass,
bundle's lay
o thick that he could helping out in one way and another, our Customers,
mirrors, etc.
walk on them as they fell, without: ami saw to in that the work about
Among the various lines of activity
Thieves will steal. Merchandise will burn, Railroad trains will suffer collision, Packages will to astray
stepping on the ground. From thirtv:mv iaim was carried on without great covered by this office are:
acres that Mr. Mosley had in roni ileis- - to me.
believe that there are
B
Surety Bonds
wny
til. UO IU1UITOU IQ 11J Ut l,UC?t13 U.aa8lC?ia.
As General Agent for the NATIOX- We will Inure the safe delivery of Parcel Post Packages.
he fille d his silo, w hich is In feel no be tter neeuile anywhere than we
vc .i
iii euameter and .'11-"'.-'- ,
le'ct deep and: have rght hiTe in auel about Moriar--i nt .New
had thirty olads of corn left to crib. t v, and anyone who desires to settle "r''. which is the largest bonding
We write Residence Burglary, Mercantile Safe, and Interior Hold Up.
Mr.Mosley came to Moriartv four- - among real people could not choose 'omnany in the world, we executed
m ",fs of'iee. during the
tern years ago with his wife and a better locality.
past fisol
A Life Insurance Policy protects' your family
if you die.
I
three small boys, all under slv
.,me here' with little and havf!v,ar ending December 1st. 1921. 1.12
It provides for your future If you live.
of age.
His other Farthlv posses-Iliacollecting premiums amounting1
four children to sunport. so
It cultivates the habit of saviug.
sions nt that t tin
eon istcd of a turallv have had to work unite hard io jum;.
involving a total liability
It hupplies ready money to discharge obligations anl settle estates.
on which the sure-tteam of mule a wavon, and a few'.,! times, but I feel that in the six of SI.037.lr-i6.O- 0
It safeguards mortgages on real estate, and pays off the mortgage.
dollars in rash, of which he had but ami a half years I have been in the company has not lost one dollar.
Abstracts of Title
ten dollars le ft after paying his
i Kstancia Valley that I have more than
he Santa be Abstract. liValtv
I now own 860 acres of
ing fees on a 160 acre boniesiiid Iniaeb- gemil.
We sell. rent or lase, all kinds of real estate, improved and unimproved, city
property, ranches and grants.
There is a demand for small adobe houses to be remodeled.
Today he owns 4fl acres of e.ood good land, much of which is improved, Insurance Agency, is a Mew Mexico
land, all fenced and well improved, and I also have 1,400 acres leased Corporation of which the majority of
We now have for sale a
adobe house with small lot on good residential street for $500.00.
He keeps four head of horse s ,inei land. My health is good and I have me storic is Held by Miss Avery and
In the Estancia Valley, near Barton, N. M., we have 160 acres for sale on easy terms, or will lease for I
right breed marcs, and has 34 heal; my children, an automobile, and mv Miss Bowman.
years and rental paid will be applied on the purchase price.
last
The
of cattle, inrludincr 15 srood milk rows home in this wonderful land of Sun
legislature passed a law reWithin the City Limits, 2 miles south of the Plaia, we have 75 acres for sale at $10 per acre.
a
Mr. Mosley today values his place shine and Opportunity.
$3000 bond from all abquiring
We have listed, dry farm land selling from $5 to $10 per acre.
at JIMKKMXI. while a good sized bank
Houses for sale from (2500 to $8000.
To anyone, man or woman, who is stractors, effective June 11th, 1921. For
several
Miss
months
a
and
Averv
seven passenger ran looking for like results and who has
was the
airotint
I'nimproved City lots 50x125 can be bought from $300 to $1000 depending on location.
gr a long ways toward making life 'red blood in their veins and a dcter-vort- only bonded abstractor in Santa Fe
mutation to succeed, I say. Come to County.
living on the farm.
Our Abstracts are accepted bv th.
Here is another interesting rase.
F.st.inria Valley, and there is no
Atjthe
about the same time that Mr. Mos- - better part of it than that in the I'm'trd States Government.
Land Office
his
ley took up
homestead, there irinity of Monarty.
Miss Avery has an appointment as
J. M. Avery
G. Bowman
Agent before the General Land OfCassell Building
fice in Washington, J).
C, and has
Call
the
office
at
for
information
KIND
on
ANY
desire
of
Insurance.
the distinction of being the only per-oany
you may
holding this appointment who is
not a practicing attorney.
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WISHES YOU ALL A VERY PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR
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The Hayward Agency
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MAMMOTH

STATE
NOTICE

CLEARING SALE

PUBLICATION

TIMBER SALE
Notice Is hereby
that pursuant to the provisions
of the laws of
the State of New Mexico
relating
thereto, and the 1. s
of the
Sinta T.ttnH CtflPlna . regulations
Land" wl" offer ,or
w MiBunai,
: hli
:
ana oesi
bidder at7 I o'clock
A. M., on
16th, 1922, In the town of January
Gallup
.
of
McKlnlev.
County
h.
of the court house, all of the dead1
timber standing; and down, and all
the live timber marked for cutting-- , on1
...
No. 1874 All of Sec. ianas:
Bale ."..vniiie
14.
R. 16 W.. N. M. P. M. Th.;. TUN
i. Z..T.1
mated to be available for
feet B. M., western yellow plnV
ld
be ""Pted for less than
2.00 per"'Ll
M feet,
B. M. No one
be permitted to bid, who has not will
to the hour set for the said sale,prior
de- puancu wico cue commissioner of Public Lands, or with
his agent conduct-- !
Ingthe sale, the sum of $300.00 to1
cover costs
of
and Incidental expenses. advertising:
of
bidders willDeposits
be returned, but:
the deposit of the successful bidder1
will be applied In payment of advertising and Incidental expense, and the
balance will be credited as
of
first payment on the timber salepart
ment to be entered Into by theagreepur- -'
chaaer with the State of New Mexico
In accordance with the terms of said
agreement. Form f contract and all
Information concerning the conditions
of the sale will be furnished to pros-- I
peetlve bidders upon application to the'
Commissioner of Public
Lands. The
nunc co rejeci any or all bids Is ex- pressly reserved.
N. A FIELD,
Commissioner of Public
Lands.
First Publication Oct. 28, 1921.
Last Publication Jan. 6. 1922.
.

EVEKYTHINO AT HALF PRICE
OF BUSINESS

OUT

NEW MEXICO

FOR

STATE

OF HIGH GRADE MERCHANDISE

G0INO

OF

HOTEL DE VARGAS

.

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

uoBc-noe-

SALE HAS JUST STARTED

AND

WILL CONTINUE UNTIL OUR ENTIRE STOCK IS SOLD

THESE LOW SALE PRICES FOR CASH ONLY

-

untuc-ceasf-

STOCK COMPRISES

COMPLETE LINES OF MENS' AND

W0MENS' CLOTHING AND FURNISHINGS, BOYS'
AND GIRLS' CLOTHING, DRY GOODS, SHOES, ETC
CALL AT YOUR EARLIEST

OPPORTUNITY

AND SEE

FOR YOURSELF THE WONDERFUL VALUES WE ARE
OFFERING

AT THE BIG SALE.

THE POPULAR STORE
A. RICHARDS,

x
224-22-

6

SAN FRANCISCO ST.

ii
a

isi,
nee n.s amy corroborated
of

SIGN PAINTING

ammmmmm

AUTO TOP TRIMMING

oVre"Hmi.fSrV-Can.,.,ti-

annllrallon

?"

mace June lain. 1917. for NH
Section 18, Township
14 North, Range 11 East, N.
M. P.
ii u
ii
iui nis con.
.
, Veiuuuus
. ,- - v h- never
maae
iiiH, run
settlement upon said land, nor have
ever resided thereon, or cultivated or
same
In any manner
Improved the
mat your absence from
iwnaisoever;
said land and failure to reside thereon or cultivate same was not due to
your service in the army or navy of
the United States.
jof Tou
are, therefore notified that the
said allegations will ba taken by this
office aa havlne- h..n MnCuj k
m vl"
..n .,4 ...Tc. ...Jl
celled thereunder without
further
T right to be heard therein,your
either
be
fore tnis ornce or on appeal, if you
fall to file in this office, within twenty days after the FOURTH publication of this notice, as shown below,
your answer, ander oath, specifically
meeting and responding to these alterations of contest, or if tob fall
within that time to file la thla office
aue proof mat yoa nave served a copy
oi roar answer on me aaia contestant
either In person or by registered mall.
Ton should state In your answer the
name of the postoffice to which yea
desire future notices to ba aent ta yoa.
A, X. BERGERE, Registar.
Date of first publication Dec t, 121.
Data of Second pub. Dee. IS, 1JL
icaie or tniro pub. iee-- zs, lizi.
12L
j Date af fourth pub. Dec- -

J

AUTO PAINTING

s,
ceceinner
W. Wright, oflyzi.
Stanley, New
..icxico. conr-sie-e
Tou are hereby icnttfl.if that tr-- iherto Martinez, who rives La my. New
Mexico, as his postoffice address, did
uii unuufr cun,
me In tills Of- -

tttst4ttatitJ;and

FIRST CLASS
"ssssssssssssssssssssssssaaaaaaassa

3948

J.,i,-xic:u-

SANTA FE, N. M.

NW14KE(4,

-

Back Curtains, Top and Side Curtains Repairing

THE VALENTINE SHOP
333

San Francisce

St

Santa Fe, New Mexico

The De Vargas is the Center of the Hotel Life in this Ancient City. Built in Mission Style, with
Wide Arched Verandas.
Thoroughly Renovated and Newly and Comfortably Furnished.
Large Lobby
and Attractive Parlor. The Headquarters of the Tourist and Commercial Men and a Restful Home for

the Permanent Guest.

v

Telephone and hot and cold water in all rooms; many with private baths. European Plan:
Rooms $1.00 and up.
Excellent Cafe Service. The De Vargas Bus meets All Trains.

OF COXTEST
C

Pcrartment ot the Tnt.rinr r'nii.j
Land Office. Santa Fe, New tri
Kate
,

PROP.
-

KOTICE

0
1

ul

W. O. SARGENT, Proprietor.

j

WITHIN two blocks of the De Vargas Hotel,
you will find the Elks Theatre, also an Elks' club
house, City Public Library, Knights of Columbus
Home, School of American Archaeology, The
Palace of the Governors, The New Mexico Historical Society, The New Mexico Museum, The
Post Office, U. S. Federal Building, Scottish Rite
Masonic Cathedral, and the shady Plaza with its
comfortable seats.

SANTA FE is rich in historic interest, and
ideally located as a Health Resort.
Its immediate surroundings possess great science beauty.
On all sides rise majestic mountains to a
height
of 13,000 feet, while to the East, West and North
are national forests. Twenty miles to the west
is the wonderful Pajarito Cliff Dwellers Park
with 20,000
habitations, which are
ever a source of wonder to all who view them.
pre-histor- ic

Whether it be Business or Pleasure or a combination of both that Brings You to Santa Fe, You
Will Enjoy Your Visit Here the Better if You

STAY AT THE DE VARGAS

',

a

